CITY OF PASADENA
Applicant Name: Five Elements Capital, LLC
Reviewer: Kami Miller
Date: 4/5/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,276

81.02%

GENERAL COMMENTS
The applicant provided a well organized and detailed packet and provided sufficient Standard Operating Procedures.
It demonstrated extensive experience that is directly applicable to operating as a cannabis retailer, and has generally
presented themselves in a very professional manner. The applicant should provide proof of sufficient capital to cover
start-up costs plus three months of expenses. Other than that, I am confident in their ability to run a successful and
compliant retail establishment.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

588

78.40%

Experience
Owners have licenses in manufacture, cultivation, and distribution; but not in retail. The application did mention
having a successful retail establishment in Colorado (Beulah Valley Farms, LLC); however, no documented proof was
provided. Jacob Goldfarb worked with Native Roots dispensaries in Colorado.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
The application demonstrated knowledge about the cannabis industry from a legally permitted business as it
references the state regulations and the Pasadena Municipal Code. Mr. Ng and Deson Phu have completed classes
from 420 College in Pasadena

Ownership Team
The application a description of the day-to-day operations for the five Principals.

SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

433

82.48%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
The application provided brief descriptions of their Standard Operating Procedures.

Financial Plan
The application failed to provide a clear breakdown of their start-up costs; they did indicate estimated tenant
improvements will total approximately
,
on inventory for the first month of sales,
per
month for their lease, pay NBC a success fee of
The application provided a three-year pro forma; though it lacked detail. They did provide their accounting
procedures.
Funding/Proof of Capitalization
The application stated they have secured over
but only provided a Promissory Note for
were provided.

in capital for its start-up operations
from Five Elements Capital, LLC dated 1/29/19; proof of funds

Records Software
The applicant provided sufficient records retention protocols and stated they would use the state-approved track-andtrace system as the seed-to-sale system but did not identify which system they plan to use.

Track-and-Trace
The application demonstrated knowledge of the track and trace requirements.

State Testing Requirements
The applicant demonstrated detailed understanding of testing requirements.
Application identified Pacific Expeditors as their State approved testing facility for their distribution operation.

Employee Training
The application provided detail of their Employee Training, yearly training, and continuing education.

Customer Education
The application provided a high degree of customer education they will delivered through knowledgeable team
members, safety inserts, extensive training to employees, consultations, and provided images of the education
pamphlets they will distribute to customers.

Marketing
The application provided a detailed marketing plan that comprised of utilize broadcast and cable radio,
print, and digital communications. They confirmed they would abide the state law

Community Benefits
They will donate 6% (based on the contracted and proposed donations) of net proceeds to local charitable
organizations (a list of organizations was provided in the application). The application mentioned providing a living
wage and benefits but failed to provide further detail. It also mentioned using local businesses. Pledge Agreements to
local community organizations was provided in the application.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

133

88.67%

Exterior Design Concept
The application provided a detailed description and images of their exterior design. They also ensured they would
abide all city requirements.

Design Concept Integration
The application provided a detailed description and images of their design.

Integration of Security Measures
The application identified security measures that will be installed by Boschen Technologies.
The application included a security diagram.

Air Quality/Odor Control
The application indicated incorporating a state-of-the-art carbon-filtration system, HVAC, negative pressure system,
and conducting regular maintenance, filter replacement and quality checks, as well as odor policy training to
employees. It also included waste management procedures.

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

122

81.33%

Security Experience
Will be using Hunter Garth, Co-Founder and Managing Director of Iron Protection Group who will partner with
Boschen Technologies.
Thee application provided the credentials of the security firm and a detailed delivery security plan.
Background Checks
The application stated they will perform background checks in pursuant to 5.8.170(J) of Title 5.

Employee Safety Education
The application provided their curriculum for their employee safety training education that listed all the required
areas. They also confirmed quarterly trainings.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
The application provided sufficient theft, diversion procedures, check-in/out procedures for visitors but not for
employees.
Cash Management Plan
Application provided detailed cash handling procedures.

Product Access Protocols
The application confirmed utilizing a multi-layer access system and check-in process.
Application provided detail procedures.
Product Deliveries
The application provided sufficient detail of their procedures for delivery intake. Delivery vehicles would be loaded
within a secured area.
Security Guards
The application failed to indicate how many security guards they will utilize and if they will be onsite 24/7.

Video Camera Surveillance
The video surveillance protocols recited the state and city requirements.

Armored Vehicle
The application confirmed and provided procedures for daily armored car cash pickups.

COVER LETTER
Five Elements Capital, LLC dba 24 Herbs (24 Herbs) is pleased to present this application to the
City of Pasadena for a Commercial Cannabis Retailer Permit. With approval from the Selection
Committee, and receival of a Retailer Permit from the City, 24 Herbs will submit applications to
the California Bureau of Cannabis Control for two Retailer (Storefront Sales) licenses: 1) an AdultUse (A-License) and 2) a Medicinal (M-License). Though 24 Herbs will implement its unique and
world-class adult-use dispensary model, the company also believes strongly in the medicinal
value of cannabis, and will always provide Pasadena’s medical cannabis patients with a dedicated
medical retail dispensary storefront, featuring its own dedicated entrance, a medically-focused
staff and a medicinal product sales floor which 24 Herbs will stock with the safest, most efficacious
and proven medical cannabis products that California has to offer. These adult-use and medicinal
retail storefronts will be coupled with a convenient delivery service, which will utilize a best-inclass, app-based point of sale software for ease of ordering and assurance of compliance, along
with electric delivery vehicles, which exemplify 24 Herbs’ commitment to the health of its patrons
and its community.
24 Herbs was formed to offer Pasadena’s sophisticated and diverse adult-use and medical retail
cannabis consumers what they currently lack: access to affordable medical-grade cannabis
dispensed in a welcoming, convenient and professional setting, by expert staff. The business
was founded upon a partnership and Definitive Operating Agreement between Cheuk Wang Ng
(Marco), co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Herbud Lite (License #TAL18-0013661), a
California City, California-based, not for profit, cannabis cultivation and processing facility, which
is currently in the process of securing all necessary local and State licensing, and is estimated
to be producing by late 2019, and Hon Wai Lau (Henry), co-founder and Chief Financial Officer
of Beulah Valley Farms, LLC, a Pueblo, Colorado-based retail cultivation and processing
business whose recreational (adult-use) cannabis flower and infused-products brand is sold in
retail dispensaries across Colorado.
24 Herbs further distinguishes itself through its collaboration with Next Big Crop and its parentcompany, General Cannabis, industry leading operational and ancillary service providers, who
actively manage and provide security, branding and marketing services to cultivation, processing
and retail (medical and recreational) cannabis businesses in markets across the country, including
Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Colorado, Nevada and California. General Cannabis’
wholly-owned security company, Iron Protection Group, is a Veteran-operated, Private Patrol
Operator licensed (PPO #120194) security contractor in California and Colorado, who currently
deploys armed guards for on-site security, as well as secure cash transfers for 5 licensed
cannabis businesses in the State of California, and over 20 cannabis and hospitality businesses
in the State of Colorado. Iron Protection Group has prepared a detailed security guard plan for 24
Herbs’ dispensary operations and has executed a Letter of Intent with 24 Herbs to serve as the
business’s exclusive security provider. Through this unique partnership, 24 Herbs will enter the
Pasadena retail cannabis market equipped with unapparelled commercial cannabis industry
experience, which it will leverage to establish itself as a leader in high-quality, convenient and
affordable retail and delivery service within the region.
Next Big Crop was intimately involved in the development of 24 Herbs’ process planning,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Point of Sale (POS) software selection, operational
documentation development, branding and conceptual retail floorplan design. Next Big Crop has
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successfully overseen the setup, commissioning and staff training of dozens of Metrc
implementations and routinely performs inventory audits for clients utilizing Metrc in Maryland and
Colorado. Additionally, Next Big Crop acts as a Value-Added Reseller (VAR) and integrator for
various compliance and inventory software platforms and has extensive experience collaborating
with local and State regulatory bodies, in tandem with these software companies, in order to
achieve simple and compliant solutions that these software developers have been able to
incorporate into their systems. Next Big Crop has managed the start-up operations of retail,
cultivation and processing businesses in the States of Colorado, California, Nevada, Maryland,
Pennsylvania and Ohio, has been subject to dozens of regulatory and compliance inspections,
and to date, Next Big Crop-operated business have never received a single fine or serious
violation.
Through this partnership, which is outlined within the fully executed Letter of Intent attached with
this application, Next Big Crop and General Cannabis will manage all day-to-day operations at
the proposed retail business, including compliance, security, staffing, training and marketing. See
Picture Page 21 – Next Big Crop Letter of Intent. Next Big Crop routinely performs initial
onboarding and ongoing staff trainings for cannabis businesses in highly-regulated medical and
adult-use markets and believes that this training is key to the success of these operations. 24
Herbs will also work closely with the manufacturers of the cannabis products themselves, to
provide intensive training to each member of the sales staff on each of the products they offer.
This belief in the need to emphasize consumer education and empowerment through the training
of expert sales associates will be a key differentiator for 24 Herbs’ retail brand. 24 Herbs is
committed to insuring that each time a patient or customer walks into a 24 Herbs dispensary, they
are provided the most comprehensive sales experience available. This will be delivered through
Sales Experts who will be trained extensively in order to ensure they are the most knowledgeable
cannabis sales staff in the industry. 24 Herbs will attract the highest-quality sales associates in
the industry through robust compensation packages and competitive wages. Additionally, 24
Herbs will also ensure that all of its Medical Cannabis Sales Experts have access to unrivaled
medical consulting resources, through 24 Herbs’ collaborations with local medical experts.
24 Herbs feels that California’s current dispensary and retail experience fails to reflect the maturity
and sophistication of the clientele it serves. The long-held belief that the average cannabis patient
or enthusiast is an irresponsible, cliché stoner-type has largely been proven wrong. Our goal is to
continue to facilitate that change in mindset by providing a shopping experience and a company
culture that the people of Pasadena, along with all Californians, can be proud of. Creating that
exemplary shopping experience is just one piece to our company mission. We believe that for a
business to thrive within a community, it must be a part of that community. Community service,
outreach and education are all hugely important to our organization and drive the day-to-day
decisions we make. 24 Herbs has demonstrated this commitment through its various executed
partnerships with local Pasadena community organizations. Through focus on quality, product
integrity, and support of the communities in which we operate, our model enables positive
relationships with our patients and customers, our local community and with our home State of
California.
The average retail marijuana consumer is not just looking for a quick one-off transaction. The
process of purveying cannabis has long been a social experience, and 24 Herbs intends to honor
that tradition. Our business model consists of building relationships with customers, community
members and regulators alike. 24 Herbs feels strongly that by functioning as a member of the
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communities in which we operate, we will build brand loyalty, coincidently creating advocates for
our brand through our customers and neighbors. 24 Herbs has developed a brand identity
targeted towards mature adult-users while avoiding unintended appeal to minors. We realize that
Pasadena’s customer base is diverse and sophisticated, and our logo and color scheme (inspired
by American agriculture) was developed to be inclusive to and resonate with mature audiences
of all backgrounds and beliefs. Tired images of “pot leaves” and loud color schemes have been
avoided in an attempt to minimize attractiveness to youths while adding a level of discretion and
privacy.
Our brand, as well as our stances on promoting responsible manufacturing practices, product
integrity and above all quality, are directly in line with the ideals of our target audience: informed
consumers who expect cannabis providers and products to live up to the same standards imposed
on any other high-value product that is available to them. By offering many of our products prepackaged, in nitrogen-flushed containers, we are able to provide end-users with the freshest,
most structurally intact and chemically consistent product available on the market. 24 Herbs’
associated future production capacity, along with a proven ability to achieve cultivation and retail
profitability within various markets, each with strict and differing regulatory framework, will allow
for extremely competitive pricing on products manufactured in-house, while our established
vendor relationships will allow for competitive wholesaler pricing on a variety of high-quality, highdemand products.
Safety, Accessibility, Value and Convenience
24 Herbs believes purchasing medical and adult-use cannabis should be as safe, convenient,
enjoyable and dignified as any other transaction that consumer may experience on any given day.
We facilitate this experience by providing a secure shopping environment, offering credit/debit
payment options, ensuring that our staff is courteous, well-trained and well-informed, and by
educating customers so that they can make informed purchasing and dosing decisions. 24 Herbs’
Retail Dispensary will only offer products that were manufactured responsibly, using best
practices, in an effort to provide our customers with product options they can be confident of. We
feel that consumers have the right to know exactly what they are consuming, and where it came
from. 24 Herbs believes that these standards should hold true for everyone, not only the affluent
and able-bodied. This will be demonstrated through initiatives aimed at increasing access through
various considerations made for patrons with disabilities along with strict compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 24 Herbs will also offer discount programs for veterans,
seniors and the indigent.
Superior Genetics – Premium Medicine. Those two aspirations have driven 24 Herbs since its
conception, and at the end of the day, that is exactly what we intend to provide to our customers.
Our goal is to offer products of the highest quality and production standards, to the largest number
of cannabis patients and enthusiasts possible. By expanding upon 24 Herbs’ culture of applying
quality standards considered to be commonplace in any comparable nonmarijuana-related
industry, while providing customers with a consumer experience that leaves them feeling
important and respected, we are poised to impact the retail dispensary market in a very positive
way. We offer a retail model option that is capable of setting a standard to be met by other
cannabis business operators. California consumers deserve an option that puts their interests
first, and the current dispensary market would benefit greatly from exposure to a shopping
experience that meets the expectation of sophisticated, modern-day consumers. 24 Herbs aims
to set these new standards for retail cannabis sales and delivery.
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED
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Government-Issued
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Redacted

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

phu
Last

Mailing
Address:

deson
First

M.I.

REDACTED

Street Address

REDACTED

City

(626)206 5923

Apartment/Unit #
REDACTED

REDACTED

Phone:

REDACTED

Date of birth:

State

Email:

Page 1 of 3

ZIP Code

desonphu626@gmail.com
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Ownership %
Social Security No.

20%
REDACTED

Title:
Current Employer:

Member
china town

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency: California City Public Works Department
License No.
Description of
Cannabis Cultivation - Medium Mixed-Light Tier 1
business:

TAL18-0013661

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

12/24/2018

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Signature:

Date:

1/6/2019

Printed Name: deson phu

Page 3 of 3
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

APPLICANT BUSINESS PLAN
SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/OPERATORS
EXPERIENCE
The 24 Herbs Management Team—which is composed of three of the principals from Five
Elements Capital, LLC, DBA 24 Herbs, LLC, in conjunction with two other members who will serve
on the Board of Directors—will actively manage all facets of the business with guidance from the
Board of Advisors and operational oversight from its Industry Consultants. Cheuk Wang “Marco”
Ng, Henry Hon Wai Lau and Yongjiang Liu will manage administrative duties on a day-to-day
basis. The applicants are uniquely qualified in this application not only because collectively they
bring over 50 years of successful business experience to the table, but also because they bring
specialized and personal knowledge of the cannabis retail industry. Their combined
comprehensive knowledge of cultivation, processing, retail and compliance serves as a
foundation, while their successful retail establishment in Colorado has exponentially expanded
their expertise in the cannabis industry. In addition, Standard Operating Procedures covering
every facet of operations have been developed and tailored specifically for the California
regulatory system.
Cheuk Wang (Marco) Ng, Chief Executive Officer
Marco Ng is a Founding Member, Chief Executive Officer and Chair for the Board of Directors of
24 Herbs. He also is the co-founder and Chief Executive Officer of Herbud Lite, a California City,
California-based, not-for-profit cannabis cultivation and processing facility (Medium Mixed-Light
Tier 1) currently in the process of securing all necessary licensing, with a temporary license
#TAL18-0013661. No cannabis-related business Mr. Ng has ownership in or involvement with
has been the subject of any disciplinary actions or other negative sanctions.
Mr. Ng has more than 12 years of experience in planning logistics management, with a proven
track record in reorganizing and strengthening logistics operations to maximize performance and
profitability. He possesses excellent interpersonal and cross-functional team interaction skills, as
he has collaborated with various groups to identify and remedy critical issues vital to mission
success in his capacity as operations manager, most recently and to the present day as Assistant
Vice President for U-Freight America in City of Industry, Calif., where he manages the 80,000square-foot logistics warehouse, supervising import and export, customer service and the sales
team, for a total of 22 employees. In addition, Mr. Ng is Indirect Air Carrier (IAC)-certified to meet
the requirements of the Transportation Security Administration's regulations, and he has been
trained and certified in the transport of Dangerous Goods by the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO).
Since 2009, Mr. Ng has worked to ensure compliance in documentation procedures and company
standards, as well as maintaining a precision-level standard of data entry. Complementary

24 Herbs – Applicant Business Plan
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compliance skills that demonstrate his ability to navigate complex regulations and also would
apply to the cannabis industry include the administration of the storage, handling and movement
of Hazardous Materials, and the coordination of compliance with senior members of governmental
bodies—including Customs, Shipping Lines and Ground Handling Agents—as well as integral
communications with Human Resources to execute company policies and implement and enforce
rules of conduct. Additionally, Mr. Ng has been recognized as a qualifying person for the Federal
Maritime Commission regarding Ocean Transportation Intermediaries, a distinction requiring
recommendation, and he has been certified by the State of California in Harassment Prevention
for Supervisors. He attended Touro College, majoring in Computer Engineering.
As part of his continuing education in the burgeoning cannabis industry, Mr. Ng has completed a
Cannabis Business Seminar class from 420 College in Pasadena, as well as the Survive & Thrive
in the California Cannabis Green Rush workshop by Nexus Greenhouse Systems, and the online
webinar from Americans for Safe Access (ASA). He also has attended the MJBizCon Expo in Las
Vegas.
Henry Hon Wai Lau, Chief Financial Officer
Henry Hon Wai Lau is a Founding Member and Chief Financial Officer of 24 Herbs, and cofounder of Herbud Lite, a California City, California-based, not-for-profit cannabis cultivation and
processing facility (Medium Mixed-Light Tier) currently in the process of securing all necessary
licensing, with a temporary license #TAL18-0013661. In addition, he is co-founder and Chief
Financial Officer of Beulah Valley Farms, LLC, a Pueblo, Colorado-based retail, cultivation and
processing business featuring a cannabis flower and infused-products brand sold in Colorado
retail dispensaries. Beulah has operated a successful outdoor cultivation for two seasons, growing
more than 3,000 pounds of highest-quality-possible cannabis with a 15-member staff, and after
initially joining as an investor, Mr. Lau was asked to come on board as CFO in April 2018, and
since then has been responsible for charting the direction of the company, including guiding it
toward more community involvement, such as sponsoring computers for local schools (Beulah
REDACTED
Valley Farms donated
to Beulah Elementary for this purpose). No cannabis-related
business Mr. Lau has ownership in or involvement with has been the subject of any disciplinary
actions or other negative sanctions.
A California resident since high school, Mr. Lau holds a Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science
from Pomona College. He is the co-founder—along with co-applicants Yongjiang Liu, Deson Phu
and Chi Kit Yeung —of Boporea, LLC, a successful cannabis investment firm; in addition, he is
the founder of Rtunes Racing, Inc., which since 2010 has specialized in the wholesale import and
export of automobile parts and materials.
Mr. Lau brings to the table invaluable and specialized knowledge of the cannabis industry. His
experience includes, but is not limited to, accounting and bookkeeping compliance and electronic
transactional security, distribution procedure compliance, product organization and promotion,
organization of services and events with businesses and local organizations, networking and
serving as a liaison between vendors and clients, providing incident-prevention security, and
ensuring regulatory compliance. To further enhance his cannabis-industry knowledge, Mr. Lau
has attended both the Pasadena Cannabis Business Conference and the MJBizCon Expo in Las
Vegas.

24 Herbs – Applicant Business Plan
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Yongjiang Liu, Secretary
Yongjiang Liu is a Founding Member and Secretary for 24 Herbs, as well as co-founder of Beulah
Valley Farms, LLC, a Pueblo, Colorado-based retail, cultivation and processing business
featuring a cannabis flower and infused-products brand sold in Colorado retail dispensaries.
Beulah has operated a successful outdoor cultivation for two seasons, growing more than 3,000
pounds of highest-quality-possible cannabis with a 15-member staff. As part of its community
REDACTED
outreach, Beulah Valley Farms donated
to Beulah Elementary for the purchase of muchneeded computer equipment. Mr. Liu is co-founder of Herbud Lite, a California City, Californiabased, not-for-profit cannabis cultivation and processing facility (Medium Mixed-Light Tier 1)
currently in the process of securing all necessary licensing, with a temporary license #TAL180013661. The longtime California resident also is the co-founder—along with co-applicants Henry
Hon Wai Lau, Deson Phu and Chi Kit Yeung—of Boporea, LLC, a successful cannabis investment
firm. No cannabis-related business Mr. Liu has ownership in or involvement with has been the
subject of any disciplinary actions or other negative sanctions.
Mr. Liu has extensive management experience and received management training and
certification in China, focusing on a high degree of proficiency in supervision and technical staff
training, evaluation of company needs and subsequent training plans and implementation of
systems, all requiring a high degree of logistic and practical skills; complementing this specialized
experience is a combination of relevant practical skills and experience with compliance, business
operations and finance.
Mr. Liu holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business Administration from Dongbei University of
Finance and Economics in Dalian City, China, and a Master’s degree in Business Administration
from La Sierra University in Riverside, California. As part of his continuing cannabis-based
education, Mr. Liu has attended MJBizCon Expo in Las Vegas.
Deson Phu, Founding Member, Board of Directors
Deson Phu is a Founding Member and Member of the Board of Directors for 24 Herbs, and a cofounder of Beulah Valley Farms, LLC, a Pueblo, Colorado-based retail, cultivation and processing
business featuring a cannabis flower and infused-products brand sold in Colorado retail
dispensaries. Beulah has operated a successful outdoor cultivation for two seasons, growing
more than 3,000 pounds of highest-quality-possible cannabis with a 15-member staff. As part of
REDACTED
its community outreach, Beulah Valley Farms donated
to Beulah Elementary for the
purchase of much-needed computer equipment. He also is co-founder of Herbud Lite, a California
City, California-based, not-for-profit cannabis cultivation and processing facility (Medium MixedLight Tier 1) currently in the process of securing all necessary licensing, with a temporary license
#TAL18-0013661. He also is the co-founder—along with co-applicants Henry Hon Wai Lau,
Yongjiang Liu and Chi Kit Yeung—of Boporea, LLC, a successful cannabis investment firm. No
cannabis-related business Mr. Phu has ownership in or involvement with has been the subject of
any disciplinary actions or other negative sanctions.
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Mr. Phu, who holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science from Pasadena City
College, moved to California at age 15 from LiuZhou, China. Drawing on his experience as
general manager for his family’s California-based restaurant—where he interviewed, hired,
trained and supervised staff, performed inventory management and oversaw customer
relations—Mr. Phu was instrumental in the planning and opening of the successful restaurant
ChinaTown in Glenwood Springs, Colorado, in 2012.
He subsequently managed the restaurant for 5 years, handling management operations that are
notably translatable to a retail medical and recreational cannabis operation, including but not
limited to: recruiting, training and supervision of staff; budgeting; ensuring compliance with
licensing, hygiene, and health and safety legislation and guidelines; promotions and marketing;
coordinating stock levels and ordering supplies; customer relations; preparing and presenting
staffing and sales reports; generating and overseeing statistical and financial records; assessing
and improving profitability; serving as a liaison with licensing authorities and sales
representatives; and business improvement and development. In an effort to expand his
cannabis-based education to include enhanced skills that can be applied to 24 Herbs, Mr. Phu
attended MJBizCon Expo in Las Vegas, as well as completing classes at Nexus and 420 College,
specializing in cannabis cultivation, processing, greenhouse management, safety and marketing.
Chi Kit Yeung, Founding Member, Board of Directors
Chi Kit Yeung is a Founding Member and Member of the Board of Directors for 24 Herbs, and a
co-founder of Beulah Valley Farms, LLC, a Pueblo, Colorado-based retail, cultivation and
processing business featuring a cannabis flower and infused-products brand sold in Colorado
retail dispensaries. Beulah has operated a successful outdoor cultivation for two seasons, growing
more than 3,000 pounds of highest-quality-possible cannabis with a 15-member staff. As part of
REDACTED
its community outreach, Beulah Valley Farms donated
to Beulah Elementary for the
purchase of much-needed computer equipment. He also is co-founder of Herbud Lite, a California
City, California-based, not-for-profit cannabis cultivation and processing facility (Medium MixedLight Tier 1) currently in the process of securing all necessary licensing, with a temporary license
#TAL18-0013661. He also is the co-founder—along with co-applicants Henry Hon Wai Lau,
Yongjiang Liu and Deson Phu—of Boporea, LLC, a successful cannabis investment firm No
cannabis-related business Mr. Yeung has ownership in or involvement with has been the subject
of any disciplinary actions or other negative sanctions.
Mr. Yeung has held a professional degree from Alhambra Beauty College since 2007 and a
license in Barbering and Cosmetology for 10 consecutive years, and he has proven customer
service, marketing, organizational and business management experience. He demonstrates
strong communication and innovation skills, as well as business administration and staff
management abilities. He also is an experienced leader and team player in the development and
continuing education of staff, and he has coordinated all vendor services, as well as maintained
compliance with state and local regulations, including but not limited to health and safety
regulations. His background in customer service, coordination of services, staff development and
continuing education, and comprehensive development of business plans—including competitive,
market and costs analyses, operations coordination, setting company goals and objectives,
employee motivation, bookkeeping and payroll, and the sourcing of local suppliers and product
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lines—will be invaluable in the establishment of recreational and medical cannabis retail
operations.
In addition, Mr. Yeung founded J&K Group Import, Inc., for which he developed a comprehensive
system of product lines and suppliers in coordination with target demographics. He offers more
than 6 years of experience working in all aspects of e-commerce business, including
management, marketing, budget control, inventory, and bookkeeping, and has demonstrated a
proven work ethic, as well as exceptional communication and organizational skills and a passion
for sustainable business development. Prior to the establishment of J&K, Mr. Yeung founded High
Performance parts, an ecommerce company based through Amazon and eBay, where he
coordinated packing and shipping, delivery, customer service, marketing and website
development. Compliance and regulatory management have been consistent and key
components of Mr. Yeung’s businesses. Originally from Hong Kong, China, Mr. Yeung moved to
Los Angeles, California, in 2000, to attend high school. Mr. Yeung has attended MJBizCon Expo
in Las Vegas to further enhance his cannabis-based education.
Industry Consultants
Next Big Crop
24 Herbs has partnered with Next Big Crop (NBC). Once 24 Herbs has been approved by the
City of Pasadena and the State of California for licensing, NBC will provide consultation
throughout construction and planning of the Pasadena medical and recreational facilities, and it
will provide staff training and operational oversight services for the facilities once construction is
complete. See ‘Picture Page 21 - Next Big Crop Letter of Intent.’
NBC is a Colorado-based firm that provides consulting/management services for cannabis
businesses nationwide. NBC currently oversees cultivation, retail and processing facilities totaling
over 150,000sf, with locations throughout California, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Colorado
and in Nevada. NBC has tailored its proven operational protocols, training programs, and
procedural documentation to California’s regulatory model. Because of its exposure to multiple
commercial cannabis facilities and its collection and analyzing of data from those facilities, NBC
is able to make realistic and achievable production forecasts and financial projections, which have
been the basis for 24 Herbs’ projected capital requirements and spending plan.
Board of Advisors
While 24 Herbs’ Management Team and Consultants have a vast amount of agricultural and
processing experience, what sets it apart from others is its highly credentialed Board of Advisors.
The Board of Advisors will work with the Management Team and Consultants to provide guidance
in matters such as Agronomy, Horticulture, Pharmacology, Pain Management, Neurology,
Patient/Consumer needs, and Security. This panel of scientific experts and patient advocates has
been assembled to aid in all aspects of the business, including researching cannabinoid
compounds that best hold efficacy for each particular ailment, as 24 Herbs aims to propagate
genetic varieties containing desired compounds found to alleviate certain listed medical conditions
in the effort to maximize efficacy while eliminating the potential for pests or other contamination.
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Rich Cardinal (Cannabis Cultivation/Horticulture Expert)
Rich Cardinal has been planning, building and operating commercial, cannabis cultivation and
retail businesses for nearly a decade. Having lived in Boulder, Colorado during the early days of
the State’s medical program and being intimately involved in the start-up and operation of two of
the county’s premier facilities, Mr. Cardinal has had to navigate through ever-evolving regulations,
software requirements and a rapidly maturing market. Throughout this time, survival required
constant adjusting of business models and tweaking of methodologies in order to remain
profitable, while ensuring that the businesses were always staying between shifting regulatorylines.
In early 2014, Mr. Cardinal formed Next Big Crop to focus on passing along this experience, and
the collective experience of Next Big Crop’s team, to other open-minded operators. His mission
as Managing Director is to help them work through their own inevitable challenges and growing
pains, while constantly leveraging lessons-learned from past struggles and successes. Mr.
Cardinal designs facilities with a focus on lowering production costs, while leveraging state-ofthe-art equipment and automated systems. To date, he has authored applications which have
secured licenses for clients in CO, NV, IL, MD (highest cultivation score, state-wide), OH, CA,
and PA.
Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Rob Hansen (Compliance Expert)
Rob Hansen joined Next Big Crop in 2016 from the hospitality industry. He has helped to build a
50,000 square foot grow facility in Aurora, Colorado, performing construction, cultivation and
compliance duties. More recently, Mr. Hansen helped to build a 500-square-foot retail marijuana
dispensary in Aspen, Colorado, performing construction, dispensary operations and compliance
duties. He also built and trained all owners and staff on the state-required METRC system and
Flowhub. With a Master’s degree in Business Administration from Endicott College in Boston,
Massachusetts, Mr. Hansen offers strong experience in operations for large scale businesses.
Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Ann Stinn (Quality Control/Quality Assurance Expert)
Ann Stinn is a Quality Assurance Specialist at Next Big Crop with 20 years of manufacturing
experience and over 10 years in the regulated medical device industry. As an expert in ISO
9001:2015 Quality Management Systems, Ms. Stinn specializes in auditing, lean manufacturing,
six sigma analysis, and other quality system tools used to accelerate growth and performance
within an organization. Entering the cannabis industry in 2016 as a Compliance Consultant
working closely with Colorado infused-product manufacturers and dispensaries, she helped them
to develop and maintain quality assurance systems focused on supporting regulatory compliance,
product and site safety.
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Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Clay Brier (Cannabis Industry Expert)
Clay entered the industry in 2012 serving as Director of Systems and Compliance for a 42,000ft2 greenhouse and dispensary. He then joined Next Big Crop in 2015 and currently operates as
Project Manager, advising cannabis industry applicants on all operational aspects, as well as
advising on and coordinating advisory board procurement and community partnerships to
maximize community benefit. While at NBC, he has helped to write and win applications, build
cultivation facilities and dispensaries, train employees, implement systems, and standardize
processes nationwide. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Entrepreneurial & Small Business
Operations from Western Connecticut State University.
Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Jason Goldfarb (Dispensary Expert)
Jacob Goldfarb entered the legal Colorado cannabis industry in 2015 working within multiple
dispensaries for Native Roots. From there, he moved on to work as an internal auditor at
Lightshade Labs, where he controlled and tested controls of the inventories of five dispensaries.
He implemented and assisted in several auditing and inventory control procedures. In addition,
he worked as a manager for Back to the Garden/High Street Grower’s dispensary. Mr. Goldfarb
received a Bachelor of Science degree in Finance from City University of New York: Baruch,
bringing his strong analytical, auditing and finance experience to the team.
Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Wei (Lucy) Li (Environment Advisor)
Wei (Lucy) Li is an Assistant Chemist with the La Verne, California, Metropolitan Water District,
where she specializes in research on drinking water quality. Her most recent research focuses
have included but are not limited to: developing a novel wastewater treatment strategy that
optimizes the efficiency of contaminants removal and minimizes harmful byproducts formation,
with an emphasis on persulfate mediated oxidation process; studying the mechanism and
biological pathways of the byproducts' interactions with biological processes; and evaluating
toxicity levels of the oxidation by-products using human cell-based assays. Ms. Li possesses a
Ph.D. in Environmental Toxicology from the University of California, Riverside, where her thesis
explored the persulfate-based oxidative process for removing emerging contaminants in
wastewater and groundwater; she earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Environmental Biology
with a minor in Chemistry from California State Polytechnic University, focusing on water pollution,
organic chemistry, biochemistry, molecular biology and radiation biology.
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She is a member of the American Chemistry Society and the American Water Works Association,
and she has been published in a variety of academic publications, including her most recent work
in Environmental Science: Water Research & Technology, where she explored the “Cyto-and
Geno-Toxicity of 4-Dioxane and Its Transformation and Products during Ultraviolet-Driven
Advanced Oxidation Processes.” Under Ms. Li’s advisement, 24 Herbs will not only implement
best-practices policies and procedures to operate their facilities in a clean, safe, and responsible
manner that expressly addresses and reduces to the fullest extent any and all environmental
impacts—including those related to chemical spills, wastewater, water quality and other
biohazard-related issues—but Ms. Li will also assist in and advise on training programs for
employees on how to mitigate or entirely eliminate potential environmental effects.
Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Hunter Garth (Security Expert)
Hunter Garth is Founder and Managing Director of Iron Protection Group Security, a subsidiary
of General Cannabis, a leader in the cannabis space due to its experience and exhaustive
knowledge in advising cannabis clients on ways to mitigate the security threats their businesses.
Mr. Garth joined the Marine Corps at the age of 19 and was leading teams in operations by the
time he was 21. He then came home and was sent to several schools to build leadership qualities
and operational skills. In 2011, he was sent to Helmand, Afghanistan, and directly engaged in
combat operations for 8 months. Participating in over 175 combat missions as a Designated
Marksman for an Assault Platoon, Mr. Garth would find that these 8 months would prove the
turning point for him: He was Honorably Discharged from the Marines in 2012, and two days later
went to work in the corporate world at Merrill Lynch. Unhappy with his move, he decided to seek
self-driven success, moving to Colorado in order to start his own company. Within a year, he had
successfully started a protection firm and was nationally recognized through training programs
and speaking engagements.
Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Lucas Van Arsdale (General Counsel)
Lucas is a partner at Balcomb & Green, and the co-chair of the firm’s litigation division. Primarily
working out of the firm’s Aspen office, Lucas maintains a multifaceted transactional and litigation
practice focusing on business and real-estate law. He has extensive civil-litigation experience in
a variety of legal matters, particularly in business and real-estate disputes. That litigation
experience provides valuable perspective to his transactional practice, helping structure
transactions to avoid pitfalls that often lead to litigation.
As co-chair of Balcomb & Green’s litigation division, Lucas helps steer the efforts of a team of five
lawyers and two staff, all of whom are dedicated to proving the highest level of professionalism
and quality in whatever form of conflict resolution fits the situation.
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Lucas’ experience with real estate transactions in Aspen and throughout the Roaring Fork Valley
includes the purchase and sale of residential, ranch, and commercial real estate. He also
represents both landlords and tenants in negotiating commercial and residential leases and leasepurchase agreements. Within the area of business transactions, Lucas focuses on corporate
structure and formation (articles of incorporation, corporate bylaws, partnership and LLC
operating agreements, business acquisitions, and asset purchase agreements), construction
contracts, contractor agreements, service contracts, etc. His business clients appreciate his
practicality, efficiency, and articulacy.
Lucas was appointed by the President of the Colorado Senate to the Judicial Performance
Commission for the Ninth Judicial District. A proud father of two girls, when he’s not busy
wrangling toddlers he enjoys skiing, mountain biking and hunting.
Copies of the board member agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
CANNABIS INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
24 Herbs, LLC (24 Herbs) was formed to offer Pasadena’s sophisticated and diverse retail
cannabis consumer what they currently lack: affordable medical-grade cannabis dispensed in a
welcoming, convenient and professional setting, by expert staff. The business was founded upon
a partnership and Definitive Operating Agreement between Cheuk Wang Ng (Marco), co-Founder
and Chief Executive Officer of Herbud Lite, a California City, California-based, not-for-profit,
cannabis cultivation and processing facility, which is currently in the process of securing all
necessary local and State licensing, and is estimated to be producing by late 2019, and Hon Wai
Lau (Henry), co-founder and Chief Financial Officer of Beulah Valley Farms LLC, a Pueblo,
Colorado-based retail cultivation and processing business with 15 employees, which has
successfully produced more than 3,000 pounds of medical-grade cannabis in the past two years.
Mr. Lau is also co-founder of Herbud Lite and Boporea, a cannabis investment firm.
24 Herbs’ principals also include Yongjiang Liu, co-founder of Herbud Lite and Beulah Valley
Farms, as well as Boporea, a successful cannabis investment firm; Deson Phu, co-founder of
Herbud Lite and Beulah Valley Farms, as well as Boporea, a successful cannabis investment firm;
and Chi Kit Yeung, co-founder of Herbud Lite and Beulah Valley Farms, as well as Boporea, a
successful cannabis investment firm.
Collectively, the five founders of 24 Herbs represent decades of accumulated cannabis industry
knowledge, from all aspects of the cultivation process through processing and retail. Underscoring
this specific work in the cannabis industry, the team’s individual expertise in business
administration, management, purchasing, marketing and sales are invaluable in creating a
foundation from which to launch additional cannabis-related businesses. Each team member
possesses a proven track record of community outreach, committed support of local businesses,
commitment to diversity and minority representation, and a strong belief in the medicinal value of
cannabis. In addition, team members continually seek out additional cannabis-related training and
continue to attend reputable industry association events, which have shaped their individual
perspectives and approaches to the cultivation, packaging and distribution of pharmaceuticalgrade medical and recreational cannabis.
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24 Herbs further distinguishes itself through its collaboration with Next Big Crop and its parentcompany, General Cannabis, industry leading operational and ancillary service providers, who
actively manage and provide security, branding and marketing services to cultivation, processing
and retail (medical and recreational) cannabis businesses for clients in markets across the
country, including Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Colorado, Nevada and California.
Through this unique partnership, 24 Herbs will enter the Pasadena retail cannabis market
equipped with unapparelled cannabis industry experience, which it will leverage to establish itself
as a leader in high-quality, convenient and affordable retail and delivery service within the region.
Next Big Crop was intimately involved in the development of 24 Herbs’ process planning,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Point of Sale (POS) software selection, operational
documentation development, branding and conceptual retail floor-plan design. Next Big Crop has
successfully overseen the setup, commissioning and staff training of dozens of Metrc
implementations and routinely performs inventory audits for clients utilizing Metrc in Maryland and
Colorado. Additionally, Next Big Crop acts as a Value-Added Reseller (VAR) and installer for
various compliance and inventory software platforms and has extensive experience collaborating
with local and State regulatory bodies, along with these software companies in order to achieve
simple and compliant solutions that the software developers have been able to incorporate into
their systems. Next Big Crop-managed operations have been subject to dozens of regulatory and
compliance inspections to date, without a single fine or serious violation.
In addition, NBC has been repeatedly instrumental in the successful application and subsequent
licensing for Grower, Processor and Retail medical and recreational marijuana operations,
including being the number one scoring Grower applicant in Maryland; securing the license for
and receiving the number one scoring position for the Pennsylvania Grower/Processor applicant
in their region — a highly regarded and rapidly expanding medical marijuana company with
operations in Maryland, Ohio and Pennsylvania (with a Pharmaceutical Processor application
pending in Virginia).
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OWNERSHIP TEAM
Each of the five founding members of 24 Herbs, LLC, will bring exclusive expertise to the day-today operations, drawing on decades of successful business operations experience and the more
recent proficiencies related to cannabis industry operations.
Cheuk Wang (Marco) Ng, Chief Executive Officer and Chair for the Board of Directors of 24 Herbs,
will be the primary point of contact for daily operations and activities, including but not limited to:
managing overhead for the retail operation; assisting with store sales and staff management;
overseeing inventory; and advising on all aspects of retail-related concerns. Mr. Ng will serve as
the predominant liaison between the company and local and State agencies. He also will
coordinate Board of Directors’ Meetings and Board Member interactions: directing oversight and
supervising strategical logistics for major company issues, assisting with the setting of its broader
goals, supporting executive duties, and ensuring that 24 Herbs has adequate, well-managed
resources at its disposal. In addition, Mr. Ng will coordinate and supervise the interactions of the
Board of Advisors.
Henry Hon Wai Lau, Chief Financial Officer of 24 Herbs, will oversee all financial-related
operations, including but not limited to: tracking cash flow; budgeting; cost management and
analysis; profit-and-loss analysis; cost planning and projections; the proposal of any needed
corrective actions; procuring additional funding for proposed initiatives; and ensuring that the
company’s financial reports are accurate and completed in a timely manner.
Yongjiang Liu, Board Secretary for 24 Herbs, will serve as a primary point of contact for sales and
marketing, including but not limited to: company and product branding; research and
implementation of new suppliers, partners and customers; market research; market and sales
development; creation, implementation and coordination of promotions; and coordination of
industry research as it pertains to sales and marketing.
Deson Phu, Member of the Board of Directors for 24 Herbs, will serve as the secondary point of
contact for daily operations and activities, including but not limited to: managing overhead for the
retail operation; assisting with store sales and staff management; overseeing inventory; and
advising on all aspects of retail-related concerns.
Chi Kit Yeung, Member of the Board of Directors for 24 Herbs, will serve as secondary point of
contact for sales and marketing, including but not limited to: company and product branding;
research and implementation of new suppliers, partners and customers; market research; market
and sales development; creation, implementation and coordination of promotions; and
coordination of industry research as it pertains to sales and marketing.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN
SUB-SECTION 2A: OPERATIONS
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
24 Herbs, along with the assistance of Next Big Crop (NBC), has developed Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) providing step-by-step procedures for all tasks to be performed throughout
Retail Operations. 24 Herbs’ operational team has decades of experience developing,
implementing and continuously improving SOPs for legal cannabis retailers, cultivators,
manufacturers, and distributors throughout the country. The set of SOPs for the Retail facility
detail the front-of-house and back-of-house operations, along with inventory tracking safety
controls and security procedures. Safety, compliance and traceability of cannabis and cannabis
product(s) is a constant theme throughout operational documentation. Below is a brief description
of the SOP formatting 24 Herbs uses, 24 Herbs’ document control process, the existing SOPs for
the Retail Facility, and a brief summary of each.
24 Herbs doesn’t consider SOPs to ever be complete, or permanent; they are living documents.
24 Herbs is continuously improving its processes and methodologies, while incorporating newly
available technologies and equipment. As inevitable operational and procedural adjustments are
made, 24 Herbs publishes new versions of all operational documents and disseminates them to
all appropriate staff in a timely manner. 24 Herbs has implemented document control procedures
to communicate SOP additions, edits, or the removal of any writing. Certain staff are designated
as “Document Approvers.” Each time an SOP is added, edited, or removed, each Document
Approver reviews and approves these actions. Once a Document Approver has reviewed the
document(s), he or she will sign off on the document via electronic signature. As documents are
added, edited, or removed, all staff are notified and trained according to the document changes.
All staff are required to sign the cover sheet of each SOP, which goes into that employee’s training
record file, which is updated and maintained by the Person in Charge (PIC) and the HR Director.
24 Herbs utilizes a web-based repository for all operational documentation storage, which allows
for simplified recordkeeping and easy access to documentation for employees.
24 Herbs’ primary focus is to maintain a safe work environment for its employees and customers.
Security Procedures have been developed to meet all requirements set forth in 5.78.160 of title 5
and regulations defined by the Bureau, the Departments and MAUCRSA. 24 Herbs created these
procedures in collaboration with Iron Protection Group (IPG). IPG is a Denver-based cannabisfocused security company that currently protects dozens of cannabis facilities throughout
Colorado and California with nearly 100-armed security guards (64% are U.S. veterans) in the
field. Hunter Garth is the Managing Director of IPG and serves on 24 Herbs’ Board of Advisors
as the Security Specialist.
24 Herbs’ Ownership Team has implemented these policies and procedures at their Beulah Valley
Farms licensed Recreational Cultivation and Manufacturing Facilities in Pueblo, Colorado. These
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policies and procedures also were used in the procurement of the Ownership Team’s temporary
Cultivation License approval in California City, California.
24 Herbs implements the following Security SOP:
Diversion Prevention Procedures, Emergency Evacuation Plan Procedures, Alarm Procedures,
Fire Procedures, Gas Leak Procedures, Medical Emergency Procedures, Violence & Weapons
Procedures, Security & Surveillance System Procedures, and Key Control Procedures. 24 Herbs
has included security-related best practices, focusing on the prevention of theft/diversion,
including: maintaining an inventory of only so much cannabis and/or cannabis product necessary
for efficient operations (avoiding excess inventory); keeping a log of employees with access to
the safes, vaults, and access codes and when said employees access the safe; minimizing the
number of employees with access to limited-access areas where cannabis and/or cannabis
product is kept; developing a policy setting the maximum capacity and customer flow for waiting
rooms, retailer department, and customer care areas; keeping locks and all security equipment in
good working order via proper inspection; equipment testing and logging on a consistent basis;
preventing individuals from remaining on the premises if they are not engaged in authorized
activity; preventing loitering inside and outside the facility; properly maintaining use and training
regarding panic buttons, hold-up alarms, and motion-detection alarms; and properly disposing of
cannabis and/or cannabis product waste. Emergency evacuation situations, such as an armed
robbery, burglary, fire, gas leak, or natural disaster, are covered within the Security SOP as well
as procedures for medical emergencies.
Lastly, all security personnel will have security and surveillance system resources, as well as
detailed procedures for the key control procedures. 24 Herbs has implemented its security
standards and procedures in other legal cannabis markets. Security highlights directly contributing
to the safety of all facilities include: continuous security training for all staff; no employees are
allowed to work in the facility unless they have undergone proper training on all Security SOPs;
routine emergency evacuation practice drills; and quarterly safety meetings with owners,
management, the Director of Compliance, and the On-Site Security Team.
24 Herbs implements the following Inventory SOPs:
Track and Track System Procedures and Point of Sale System Procedures, Product Inventory
Control Procedures, Non-Laboratory Quality Control Procedures, Sanitary Storage of Cannabis
and/or Cannabis Product Procedures, Business Records Procedures, Financial Audits
Procedures, and General Audits Procedures. 24 Herbs uses the track and trace system (TTS)
and the point of sale (POS) system under the oversight of the state. All deliveries, sales, and
customer or patient and/or caregiver information are recorded in the TTS and the POS system.
The TTS provides 24 Herbs with the ability to track the receipt, sale, and disposal of all cannabis
and/or cannabis product(s) within the Retail facility. The POS system tracks useful metrics
including: the materials, labor, description of product being sold, date of dispensing, and the name
and physician recommendation (if medical). The POS tracks all sales of cannabis and/or cannabis
product(s). Employees are responsible for ensuring each sale recorded in the POS is mirrored in
the TTS. Employees are responsible for weekly, quarterly, and annual product audits using
generally accepted audit principles and standards referred to in the Product Inventory Control
Procedures.
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24 Herbs will use quality control and verification procedures continuously throughout operations
to ensure all cannabis and/or cannabis product(s) are safe to sell to customers or patients and/or
caregivers (quality of product, verification of expiration date, verification of packaging and labeling,
etc.). Upon receipt of the cannabis and/or cannabis product, the PIC will verify the packaging and
labeling and confirm that the products are not damaged, deteriorated, misbranded, adulterated,
or opened. To ensure best inventory practices are being used, 24 Herbs strategically sets up all
cannabis and/or cannabis product storage areas by product category type to ensure products can
be easily identified during audits. The PIC takes the manufacturers’ requirements for safe storage
of products into account as well. All TCS products, extractions, concentrates, and infusions, and
cannabis products intended for human consumption will be refrigerated at temperatures of 41
degrees Fahrenheit.
24 Herbs utilizes first-in, first-out (FIFO) perpetual inventory practices, ensuring that the time
products are physically present in the retail facility is minimized. Last-in, first-out (LIFO) practices
are avoided due to the products’ shelf life. Inventory procedures have been adopted through NBC.
NBC-provided third-party audit services help implement inventory best practices to retailers in
Colorado and Maryland. 24 Herbs and NBC collectively have multiple years of experience using
Metrc. 24 Herbs requires the Director of Compliance to conduct Monthly/Quarterly Audits
(General Audits).
These audits include: Transport Manifest Audit, Certificate of Analysis Audit, Compliance Binder
Audit, Inventory Binder Audit, Accounting Audit, Equipment Calibration & Maintenance Audit,
Green Waste Audit, and Visitor Log Audit. A weekly audit of QuickBooks will be conducted to
ensure cash and credit received matches the POS weekly sales report. Quarterly financial
statements, including income statements, balance sheets, cash flow statements, and all weekly
cannabis and cannabis product audit results within that quarter are prepared and made
immediately available upon request. 24 Herbs and NBC collectively have helped open nine retail
facilities across the country (Colorado, Maryland, and Ohio) and will help open a retail facility in
Arkansas in the near future.
24 Herbs has divided its SOPs according to operational activities split between front-of-house and
back-of-house. These procedures will meet all health protection operating criteria for the sale of
cannabis and cannabis products as required by state laws, and city laws.
Front-of-House SOPs:
Customer Relations SOP:
Physicians Recommendation and ID Verification Procedures, Customer or Patient and/or
Caregiver Check-In Procedures, and Customer Educational Resources Procedures. Only
customers or patients and/or caregivers with a valid physician’s recommendation and/or a photo
ID approved by the state can enter the Retail facility. 24 Herbs will refuse to sell cannabis and/or
cannabis products to any person who may be at risk, or who has shown signs of abuse or misuse.
Instructions for making sure that IDs and physician recommendations are not expired and that
the information on the ID presented is the same information on the patient and/or caregiver
physician recommendation will be present within the documentation. Verification procedures to
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ensure the customer or patient and/or caregiver is qualified and active to shop at the Retailer
using the TTS and POS is a major focus.
24 Herbs has worked with NBC to create multiple customized educational handouts that are made
available to customers or patients and/or caregivers as a resource. These educational handouts
are free of charge and cover general topics, such as: The Pharmacology of Cannabis, Information
on Terpenes, Methods of Use, Dosage Tips, Potential Side Effects, Contraindications, and
Compliance Tips/Reminders.
Dispensing Cannabis and Cannabis Product SOP:
Cash Handling and Storage Procedures, Dispensing Procedures, Purchasing Restrictions
Procedures, and Refusing a Sale Procedures. Customers and patients and/or caregivers are not
permitted behind the sales counter, which acts as a physical barrier to prevent customers from
entering the Limited-Access Area. The employee escorts the customer or patient and/or caregiver
from the Security Vestibule into the Waiting Area and finally into the appropriate Retail Area (either
the adult-use retail area or the medical-use retail area). The employee working the sales counter
verifies the ID and/or physician recommendation a second time and starts a sale under their profile
within the POS. When a purchase is complete, employees ensure each item is labeled and
packaged correctly, and placed in an opaque child resistant exit bag. 24 Herbs will not sell more
than the designated amount described in MAUCRSA and the regulations set forth by the Bureau
and the Departments. 24 Herbs has chosen a POS that automatically populates a customer’s or
patient’s and/or caregiver’s product limitations. This functionality within the POS has been proven
efficient and has been implemented in thousands of medicinal and adult-use retail facilities across
the nation.
Delivery SOP:
Telephone Procedures, Physician’s Recommendation and ID Verification Procedures, Order
Pulling and Verification Procedures, Transport Manifest & Delivery Procedures. 24 Herbs has
helped open retail facilities in other legal cannabis markets. Through their combined experience,
24 Herbs and NBC have implemented proven delivery best practices that focus on ordering,
customer or patient and/or caregiver home and credential verification, recordkeeping, insurance
requirements, delivery driver and vehicle training, order fulfillment, delivery management,
transport manifest management, security management, diversion and theft prevention strategy,
and emergency situation strategy. Real-time best practices from other licensed Retail facilities
include: (1) Customers or patients and/or caregivers must visit the retail facility at least once
before they can place orders for delivery (2) delivery drivers receive continuous security training
to help prepare for threatening situations, and (3) 24 Herbs conducts mock delivery orders twice
a month for all delivery drivers to ensure delivery drivers are executing required delivery
standards.
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Back-of-House SOPs:
Equipment Sanitation, Accuracy, and Maintenance SOP:
Equipment Sanitation, Accuracy, and Maintenance Procedures. This SOP establishes a process
for the testing, approval, and certification of equipment used in the Retail facility. These processes
ensure all equipment that may come into contact with cannabis and/or cannabis product(s) is
clean and in proper working order. The SOP also includes implementation and maintenance
procedures for all commercial equipment within the Retail facility, including equipment relevant to
the odor mitigation plan. The procedures provide step-by-step instructions regarding
recordkeeping to ensure all installations, maintenance, and equipment malfunctions are recorded.
Packaging & Labeling Cannabis or Cannabis Product for Distribution SOP:
Pre-Packaged Packaging & Labeling Verification Procedures and Customer Checkout Exit Bag
Procedures. 24 Herbs has put policies into place to ensure no cannabis and/or cannabis
product(s) are stored, held, or sold unless the products are labeled and packaged as required by
MAUCRSA and the regulations set forth by the Bureau and the Departments. Procedures to
conduct quality assurance reviews on labeling and packaging of cannabis and/or cannabis
products upon receipt ensure the licensed distributor or licensed microbusiness authorized to
engage in distribution met all specifications defined by the Bureau and the Departments. The SOP
provides procedures for an additional quality assurance review (during transfer and/or sale of
product) to verify that cannabis and/or cannabis product(s) packaging and labeling is compliant,
and the product is not damaged, deteriorated, misbranded, adulterated, or opened. 24 Herbs
requires the company from which it purchases its exit bags to provide a certificate showing that
the provided exit bag is child-resistant, which 24 Herbs will maintain within its records.
Retail Facility SOP:
Opening and Closing Procedures, Signage Procedures, and Work Environment Procedures. This
SOP establishes and maintains effective control over 24 Herbs’ facilities management. The
Opening and Closing Procedures describes the process for safely opening and closing the Retail
facility. The Signage Procedures lists all required signage for the Retail facility and a description
of the locations. The Work Environment Procedures provides guidelines to ensure a positive work
environment capable of meeting cannabis product requirements and the expectations of the State
of California and the City of Pasadena.
Visitor SOP:
Third-Party Visitor Log. 24 Herbs limits visitors and does not allow any individual under the age
of 21 to visit the premises. All visitors must present an approved form of government-issued
identification, be signed into and out of the visitor log, obtain a visitor badge, and be escorted the
entire time that the visitor is in limited-access areas. Photocopies of each visitor’s governmentissued identification and visitor log records will be maintained perpetually.
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Waste Disposal SOP:
Cannabis Waste Procedures and Regular Waste Procedures. 24 Herbs has developed a Waste
Disposal SOP for cannabis and/or cannabis products and regular waste (Waste Management
Plan). All cannabis waste is tracked, and all applicable information is imputed into the TTS and
Cannabis Waste Log (satisfying the requirements of section 8.11.070(H) of Title 8). Other policies
within the Waste Disposal SOP include storage procedures, quarantine procedures (all cannabis
waste will be quarantined on-site for a minimum of 72 hours), handling procedures, and disposing
procedures for all waste by-products with a service provider that is qualified in regard to
MAUCRSA, the regulations set for by the Bureau and the Departments, and the regulations set
for by the City of Pasadena. Cannabis waste will be rendered unusable and unrecognizable. All
cannabis and/or cannabis product(s) is destroyed one batch at a time in the view of a security
camera and all waste will be stored in nonabsorbent, watertight, vector-resistant, durable, easily
cleanable, heavy plastic container with a tight-fitting lid.
Cleaning & Sanitation SOP:
Daily Cleaning Procedures, Weekly Cleaning Procedures, and Employee and Visitor Hygiene
Procedures. The Cleaning & Sanitation SOP establishes a system for daily, weekly, and monthly
cleaning and sanitation activities required to mitigate risk, in accordance with Good Manufacturing
Practices. Each of the SOP sections describes an individual process for cleaning. Each of the
SOP sections identifies the relevant parties, their contributions to the process, required
documentation, and a step-by-step approach to complete each process.
Quarantine and Recall SOP:
Customer Complaints and Adverse Event Procedures, Customer Return Procedures, and
Quarantine and Recall Procedures. The SOP establishes procedures for the recall and quarantine
of cannabis and/or cannabis products determined to be misbranded or adulterated in accordance
with the regulations of state and city. Instructions for receiving complaints, responding to adverse
events, initiating recalls, and product returns are included.
24 Herbs is prepared to receive, organize, store, and respond to all oral, written, electronic, or
other complaints. Email notifications from the company website are checked daily along with other
permitted media forums. All complaints will be documented, and the PIC will complete an Incident
Report regarding the complaint.
Once 24 Herbs investigates the situation further, communication is made to the Department in
accordance with 8.11.160(A)(4) of Title 8. In the event of a recall, 24 Herbs’ procedures have
been developed to meet all requirements within 8.11.160(A)(1) through 8.11.160(A)(3) of Title 8.
24 Herbs has implemented policies to connect with consumers, including looking up contact
information through the TTS and POS, creating announcements with important information
regarding the recall through 24 Herbs’ website, and local and company media outlets. All records
pertaining to the investigation are gathered and the PIC researches the cannabis and/or cannabis
product that was delivered to the Retailer and the quantity of units delivered. Customers or
patients and/or caregivers are instructed to return the affected products to the Retail facility
immediately.
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The PIC ensures that the returned products are recorded in the TTS and POS before they are
quarantined. The PIC stores recalled cannabis and/or cannabis product(s) in the quarantine
storage locker within the vault and seals them in a tamper-evident envelope with red tape.
Recalled product is properly destroyed by the PIC in accordance with 24 Herbs’ cannabis waste
policy. A copy of all complaints, adverse event reports, and information gathered is recorded in a
recall file, and the record is updated and made available to the Bureau, the Departments and the
City Manager. After an Adverse Event Investigation or a recall, a completion report is provided to
the Bureau, the Departments and the City Manager, via electronic communication.
HR SOP:
Interviewing and Hiring Procedures, Employee Termination Procedures, Disciplinary Action
Procedures, Employee Complaints Procedures, Incident Report Procedures, Employee Training
Procedures, OSHA Training Requirements Procedures, HIPAA Procedures, and Employee File
Management Procedures. This SOP includes processes and responsibilities related to employee
recruitment; staff development; management of performance issues; and promotion of health,
safety, and wellbeing within the workplace. 24 Herbs’ cannabis consulting group, NBC, has
incorporated and executed training programs for adult-use and medicinal-use Retail facilities,
cultivation facilities, manufacturing, and distribution facilities across the nation. The PIC is
responsible for monitoring, documenting, and filing each employee’s training orientation chart,
both physically and digitally. The training chart lists include all information required by 8.11.110(B)
of Title 8.
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FINANCIAL PLAN
24 Herbs, its Board of Advisors, and its cannabis consulting team Next Big Crop (NBC) have
created a financial budget and spending plan that details all estimated revenues and expenditures
for the first 4-years of operations. These projections are based on real-life data gathered from
retail facilities currently owned and/or operated by 24 Herbs’ owners and its consultants, NBC. 24
Herbs construction and operational teams were intimately involved in the development of 24
Herbs forecasted budget and timeline.
Operating Expense Breakdown – Costs are categorized by milestones. These milestones dictate
when, and for what purpose, funds will be drawn (refer to 24 Herbs cash flow tables below). 24
Herbs will be operational within its 12-month timeframe as required by 5.78.080(H) of Title 5. The
following milestones have been identified:
•

Application Period – Feb 1, 2019

•

Top Applicant Awarded and Location Search Begins – May 1, 2019

•

Retail Permit Awarded and Tenant Improvements Begins – July 1, 2019

•

All Permitting and Licensing Received and First Sale Performed – October 1, 2019

•

Ramp-up Completion – January 1, 2020

Application Period (1 Month) –
The Application Period is the window of time between application submittal and the City of
Pasadena Planning Department’s issuance of notification of top applicants. 24 Herbs anticipates
this application review period will end May 1, 2019. 24 Herbs, however, is prepared to obtain
permits and licensing and mobilize at any time after application submittal. During this period 24
Herbs has commissioned NBC to assist in completing this application, and 24 Herbs has paid the
City Application Fee. Below is a summary of 24 Herbs’ cash position at the end of this period:
•
•
•
•

Beginning Cash:
Cash Out:
Cash In:
Ending Cash:

REDACTED

Top Applicant Awarded and Location Search Begins (4 Months) –
Once 24 Herbs receives notification that it is a top applicant, 24 Herbs will be given the chance to
work with the Planning Department to decide on a location (district). 24 Herbs will pay NBC a
success fee of REDACTED; begin to pay professional fees, such as legal and accounting fees; begin
to pay insurance for general liability, product-loss, and insurance associated with performing
deliveries; and other miscellaneous expenses. Below is a summary of 24 Herbs’ cash position
through the end of this period:
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•
•
•
•

Beginning Cash:
Cash Out:
Cash In:
Ending Cash (before distributions):

REDACTED

Retail Permit Awarded and Tenant Improvements Begin (6 Months) –
24 Herbs and NBC have estimated, based off their collective experience finding optimal facility
locations to be designated as retail cannabis facilities, that it will take two months to locate the
ideal facility for 24 Herbs once 24 Herbs receives confirmation that it is a top applicant. Once the
Planning Department approves of the retail premises, the Planning Department will award 24
Herbs with its City Cannabis Retailer Permit (July 1, 2019). NBC will start working two months
prior to opening, which will allow for sufficient time to interview, hire, and begin training a staff;
finalize operational documentation according to specifics of the facility premises layout; and
oversee the implementation of the build-out.
Payroll for executives and employees, and the associated expenses for benefits, will begin the
month prior to opening. Based on current Pasadena commercial retail lease rates, 24 Herbs
estimates a REDACTED annualized lease rate, or REDACTED per month. Once the lease has been
negotiated and executed 24 Herbs will begin lease payments, and associated utility payments for
the retail premises. 24 Herbs will then apply for a 1) Adult-Use (A-License) and a 2) Medicinal (MLicense) and proceed with tenant improvements. During this period 24 Herbs will also apply for
the Department of Health Permit, all building permitting relevant to the City of Pasadena, and all
other licenses necessary for conducting a retail business in the City of Pasadena and in the State
of California. 24 Herbs will commence working on its marketing program and website
development. 24 Herbs will pay the annual fee associated with the cannabis business license
provided by the City of Pasadena.
24 Herbs estimates that it will spend REDACTED on 5 vehicles which will be used for delivery. 24
Herbs estimates it will spend REDACTED on equipment associated with operations and cannabis
accessories. 24 Herbs estimates tenant improvements will total approximately REDACTED. These
totals are estimates and are subject to a 10% +/- variance. Below is a summary of the cash
position at the end of this milestone:
•
•
•
•

Beginning Cash:
Cash Out:
Cash In:
Ending Cash:

REDACTED

All Permitting and Licensing Received and First Sale Performed (9 Months) –
Once 24 Herb’s receives all necessary permits and licenses from the City of Pasadena, and the
State of California, 24 Herbs will take the final steps necessary to prepare for opening. 24 Herbs
estimates that it will operate at 85% capacity the first month and will experience an increase of
5% operating capacity each month until full capacity is reached (ramp-up is complete). 24 Herbs
estimates it will spend REDACTED on inventory for the first month of sales, which is an estimate and
is subject to a 10% +/- variance. Below is a summary of the cash position at the end of this
milestone (this is also the ending cash position for year 1):
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•
•
•
•

Beginning Cash:
Cash Out:
Cash In:
Ending Cash (before distributions):

REDACTED

Ramp-up Completion (12 Months) –
Operating capacity ramp-up has been estimated as to match the current maturity of Pasadena
and California’s legal cannabis market, and to account for the gradual, yet swift, start-up and
implementation of the retail facility operations. Most expenses during this period will be associated
with general operational costs, utilities, inventory and labor. Below is a summary of 24 Herbs’
cash position at the end of the year 2 of operations:
•
•
•
•

Beginning Cash:
Cash Out:
Cash In:
Ending Cash (before distributions):

REDACTED

Market Demand –
24 Herbs has designed its proposed facility premises capacity and the financial assumptions
herein to accommodate internal forecasts of Pasadena’s cannabis demand. Through data
acquired from established cannabis markets similar to Pasadena’s, 24 Herbs has developed
estimates for the community of Pasadena’s, and surrounding communities’, potential cannabis
demand. Based on these markets, including Colorado, Nevada, Oregon, Maryland and
Washington, 24 Herbs has developed the following assumptions:
•
•

•

2017 calculation for Pasadena population – 142,647 with a growth rate of .26%1
Most recent population calculation for surrounding Cities: South Pasadena population
2017 – 25,888 with a growth rate of -.3%2, San Marino population 2017 – 13,327 with a
growth rate of -.22%3, Sierra Madre population 2017 – 11,038 with a growth rate of 0.33%4, Glendale population 2017– 203,054 with a growth rate of 1%5
The weighted population growth for these areas is .57% per year.

Pasadena Ca Population. (2018-06-12). Retrieved 2019-01-28, from http://worldpopulationreview.com/uscities/pasadena-ca/
2 South Pasadena Ca Population. (2018-06-12). Retrieved 2019-01-28, from http://worldpopulationreview.com/uscities/south-pasadena-ca/
3 San Marino Population. (2018-06-14). Retrieved 2019-01-28, from http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/sanmarino/
4 Sierra Madre Ca Population. (2018-06-12). Retrieved 2019-01-28, from http://worldpopulationreview.com/uscities/sierra-madre-ca/
5 Glendale Ca Population. (2018-06-12). Retrieved 2019-01-28, from http://worldpopulationreview.com/uscities/glendale-ca/
1
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•

•

•
•

24 Herbs estimates that approximately 11.6 percent6 of these total populations (395,954
residents) will participate in the Pasadena cannabis market (retail) on average of 12 times
per year (this equates to approximately 45,625 customers)
Since these 45,625 customers have access to the potential 6 retailers in Pasadena, 24
Herbs can expect to service approximately 7604 of these customers throughout an
operational year (approximately 250 customers per day).
24 Herbs estimates that the average sale will be $65 per capita.
24 Herbs Assumes it will increase operating capacity to 102.5% and 105% for years 3 and
4 respectively to account for the increase in population reported by the world population
review, and the increase in cannabis use reported by the County of Los Angeles.

These estimates are based on the population of Pasadena, the population of surrounding cities,
data collected by 24 Herbs and NBC from other comparable cannabis markets, and a welldocumented and historically strong local interest and acceptance for the soon-to-be-available
cannabis.
Accounting Procedures –
24 Herbs prioritizes act of recording all its transactions within the general ledger. Transactions in
and out of 24 Herbs can be performed by 24 Herbs writing checks; employees providing deposit
slips to management when making a cash drop; management receiving and filing deposit slips
for cash deposits made into the Director of Compliance (DoC) approved bank; a customer
receiving a purchase along with a receipt; 24 Herbs receiving an invoice for inventory purchased;
etc. Each of these transactions is accompanied by a recording in the general ledger (journal) for
24 Herbs. 24 Herbs’ general ledger will utilize a double-entry accounting system. It is extremely
important that 24 Herbs thoroughly abide by the standards set in the operational documentation,
and generally accepted accounting principles, to ensure that records of all transactions are kept
and filed properly. This is a key step to ensure that 24 Herbs can be audited according to
Generally Accepted Accounting Standards.
It is necessary for 24 Herbs to be thorough with the retention of such records of transactions to
both satisfy city and state record keeping regulations, and to allow 24 Herbs to be perceived to
adequately record transactions in a satisfactory way, in the eyes of any person or entity whom
evaluates 24 Herbs’ financial reports. Adequate book-keeping allows 24 Herbs to prevent the
misuse of 24 Herbs’ capital; ensures that all purchases that were made on credit are accounted
for; ensures that inventory with optimal profit margins are prioritized when 24 Herbs stocks
inventory; allows 24 Herbs to keep track of all inventory purchases; allows 24 Herbs to keep track
of employee wages and/or salary; allows 24 Herbs to keep track of profit and loss; allows 24
Herbs to keep track of revenue; allows 24 Herbs to keep track of assets, their valuation, and their
depreciation for both the general ledger and for tax purposes; allows 24 Herbs to keep track of
liabilities; etc.

LA Health Cannabis Brief. (2018-07-01). Retrieve 2019-01-28
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/ha/docs/2015LACHS/LA_Health_Briefs_2018/CannabisBrief_FINAL.pdf
6
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There are several strategies that can further solidify the processes outlined in the Cash Handling
SOP, which include but are not limited to encouraging management to research basic accounting
principles and to understand the function of, the accounts within, and the details of a balance
sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement; encourage management to always be aware
of accounts receivable action items; ensure that management or ownership doesn’t use personal
accounts for business and all payments and receipts of payments should be made to or from 24
Herbs’ bank account; conduct a bank reconciliation for 24 Herbs check books at a minimum of
once a week; keep adequate records of vendors and clients (contact information and copies of
permits and licensing); review entries to the general ledger at a minimum of once a week; and
update invoice statuses according to the net payment allowance provided by individual vendors.
The balance sheet is divided into assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity. At any given moment the
equation assets = liabilities + owner’s equity must be satisfied. The Cash Flow statement shows
how cash transactions affect the accounts in the balance sheet within a given time. 24 Herbs’
cash transactions are shown in the Cash Flow Statement within the three categories of operating,
financing, and investing. 24 Herbs will also utilize the multistep income statement, which is broken
down into Sales; Cost of Goods Sold; Gross Margin; Selling, General, and Admin Expenses;
Other Income; Earnings Before Tax; Income Tax Expense; and Net Earnings. 24 Herbs will utilize
an accounting software to track all transactions. It is important for management to understand
these basic accounting concepts, and coupled with Quickbooks accounting software, all
transactions and financial records are easily maintained and recorded into an organized platform.
See ‘Picture Pages 22, 23 & 24 Financial Model Year 1,2 & 3 respectively. The tables show all
forecasted expenses and revenues, along with the company’s cash position for the first 36months of start-up operations.
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FUNDING / PROOF OF CAPITALIZATION
24 Herbs has secured over
in capital for its start-up
REDACTED
operations. This consists of approximately
in cash, and
REDACTED
in available lines of credit and. A breakdown of the sources of this
funding is set forth below. 24 Herbs is extremely well-positioned to compete in the highly regulated
and competitive marijuana industry and brings with them the level of retail sophistication and
experience required to achieve the Department’s goal of increasing patient-access dramatically
across
the
State,
in
the
most
efficient
timeframe
possible.

REDACTED

Background, Assumptions and Approach to Funding
24 Herbs, along with its Management and Advisory Team, has created a budget and spending
plan that details all estimated revenues and expenditures for the first 48 months since applying
with the city. These projections are based on real-life data gathered from legal cannabis retail
facilities overseen by 24 Herb’s management team.
24 Herbs developed its financial model to account for Pasadena’s established market and
sophisticated cannabis clientele, as the community and surrounding areas have experienced legal
cannabis retailers and delivery in the past. 24 Herbs designed its internal ramp-up timeline to
parallel its estimates for California’s, and more specifically Pasadena’s market demand.
Cash on Hand – Primary Funding Source
Initial capital expenditures and operational overhead will be funded with cash. Five Elements
Capital, LLC maintains a bank account with Bank of America holding above REDACTED
on average. See ‘Picture Page 20 – Five Elements Capital LLC Bank Statement.’ In
addition to founding 24 Herbs, Five Elements Capital, LLC will also be the primary investor in the
business. Five Elements Capital, LLC has a proven history of funding their own successful
business ventures and has more than adequate resources available to deploy for the project. 24
Herbs has leveraged Next Big Crop’s experience building and operating comparable
pharmaceutical-grade cannabis cultivation, processing and dispensing facilities to create its
operating budget for this venture.
24 Herbs currently has
in cash reserves which is currently held
REDACTED
within five bank accounts at Bank of America, Wells Fargo, and Chase bank. These accounts are
held by the ownership team. 24 Herbs will draw funds from these accounts as needed, in order
to ensure the success of their venture in Pasadena.
Further documentation of the available cash on hand via bank statements not included in the
picture pages can be provided immediately upon request. Additional bank statements will be
provided by the owners: Marco Ng, Henry Lau, Kevin Liu, Kit Yeung and Deson Phu.
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Lines of Credit
In addition to the cash on hand, 24 Herbs has five (5) separate revolving Lines of Credit (LOC)
totaling
. These LOCs are realized in the form of promissory notes,
REDACTED
contingent upon 24 Herbs’ successful receipt of a Pasadena Commercial Cannabis Retail Permit.
Credit lines feature 8-12% annualized interest rates.
Further documentation of the LOCs not included in the picture pages can be provided immediately
upon request. Additional LOC’s are: ‘ChinaTown of Glenwood Springs Line of Credit,’ ‘Rapid Shift
Group Line of Credit,’ J & K Import Group Inc Line of Credit,’ and Jiangshan Capital, LLC Line of
Credit.’

RECORDS SOFTWARE
24 Herbs has developed procedures for compliant recordkeeping through the use of logs. Any
electronic system of storage and retrieval of customer information or other cannabis records will
be held onsite and are guaranteed to be kept confidential through a report of an analysis of the
storage venue conducted by the Director of Compliance (DoC). The DoC ensures that any digitally
stored information is accessible to the Bureau and the Departments, provides safeguards against
erasures through the use of external hard drives to back up information, and ensures that changes
in data after the information has been entered are audited to retain the date and time of the edit
and the reason for the edit.
Sales data is recorded on a perpetual FIFO basis in all electronic track-and-trace systems and is
capable of being reconstructed or retrieved if necessary. 24 Herbs maintains a file/list of all
vendors and copies of their licensing and permits and creates a digital calendar that notifies 24
Herbs of any vendor licensing/permitting that expires. Sales and product movement information
is digitally tracked through the point-of-sale (POS) system and the track-and-trace system (TTS).
Physical inventory information is tracked through logs which are stored within their respective
binders (printed physical copies) and files (electronic). 24 Herbs implements and utilizes the
aforementioned electronic inventory tracking systems to: track and trace cannabis from seed to
sale, log inventory on a per-sale basis, track pricing information, provide a supply chain to act as
a trail for recalled cannabis, track customer returns of unused cannabis products, track transfers
of inventory, and track waste/disposal. 24 Herbs has created step-by-step instructions for
managing, controlling, and auditing “a true audit trail” within the Inventory Control and Control
Testing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). 24 Herbs expects to attend training sessions on
the TTS and has developed SOPs, an employee handbook, an operational manual, the customer
education plan, the sanitation and safety plan, and the training program to ensure compliance.
24 Herbs maintains the inventory and sales data in the POS system and transfers that data to the
TTS on a per-sale basis. A manager is responsible for auditing all inventory on a daily basis. Any
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discrepancies are investigated; reported in the inventory tracking systems; reported to the City
Manager, the Bureau, and the Departments; and an investigation report is performed and filed in
accordance with the Incident Report SOP. All POS records are maintained onsite and are
accessible via a secure internet connection. 24 Herbs records in the POS system all customer
payments and all transactions between vendors and contractors. Employees log into software
platforms with their personal identification details, and their interactions with all systems are
tracked and recorded.
The recording of changes helps to prevent diversion because it creates employee accountability
throughout all stages of the supply chain. Records of bank statements, journals, ledgers, checks,
invoices, and vouchers are filed digitally in external hard drives and can be made available to any
governing authority immediately upon request. Management updates the general ledger on a persale basis, and the balance sheet, cash-flow statement, and income statement are prepared
quarterly. Reports are produced under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
quarterly and annually. These financial records are processed and audited by a Certified Public
Accountant (CPA) quarterly and annually. Security and surveillance data, including records of all
inspections, servicing, alterations, and upgrades performed on the systems, are retained at the
facility.
24 Herbs retains at the facility in perpetuity records of all inspections, servicing, alterations, and
upgrades performed on security systems, and makes the records available to appropriate
authorities upon request. In the event of a mechanical malfunction of the security or surveillance
system, 24 Herbs notifies the Bureau and the Departments and closes the facility immediately.
All recording hardware and digital storage for the security camera footage will be located in 24
Herbs’ IT Storage Room.
All access points will be equipped with radio-frequency identification (RFID) locks that can only
be opened by key fobs. Management will issue key fobs access permission to the security room
according to the Key Control SOP. Whenever the door is opened, the security system will note
the date and time of access, and will store the person’s name, employee identification number,
and title. All points of ingress/egress to the security room will be monitored by the camera system,
and any access to 24 Herbs’ DVR security recordings are password protected. Those with access
to the security room are listed on the Security Camera Access Log.
24 Herbs stores all recordings in the IT / Security Storage Room, which is secured and monitored
by a standalone alarm system independent of the main-premises alarm system. This system has
its own alarm panel, motion sensors, and fire alarm, as well as its own battery-backup power unit,
which allows security systems to remain online if the main power is compromised. 24 Herbs
maintains individual employee files and duplicates the file as a digital copy. These files contain
daily updated copies of each employee’s timesheet and evidence of the employee’s background
check. Employee files also contain the employee’s W-4; I-9; emergency contact list; photocopy of
badge, and photo ID; and the Employee Handbook, Operational Manual, and SOP
Acknowledgment Form. Employees will not begin working at 24 Herbs’ business until passing the
background check. If an employee is terminated, the DoC must record the reason for the
termination and collect the employee’s badge.
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Cannabis waste is recorded in the TTS and in 24 Herbs’ Cannabis Waste Log. The Cannabis
Waste Log tracks the date the product was destroyed, the specific type of product destroyed, the
total weight of the product, and the employee who destroyed it in compliance with 8.11.070 (D) of
Title 8. All waste procedures are outlined in the Disposal and Waste Removal SOP.
Members of the Quality Control Unit utilize Quality Assurance Review Logs to approve, reject,
and monitor all components, materials, product containers, in-process materials, packaging
materials, etc. This log documents production records to assure no errors occur or, if errors have
occurred, that they have been fully investigated and reported to the City Manager.
Any changes to 24 Herbs’ SOPs or operational documents must be recorded in a Version Control
Log as described within the Verification and Recordkeeping SOP. This SOP also includes
instructions for properly disseminating new information/processes/procedures prior to them being
adopted, as well as how to record the employee’s acknowledgement of such changes within the
employee’s Employee File. The DoC must approve any changes in processes and procedures.

TRACK-AND-TRACE
24 Herbs uses the state-approved track-and-trace system as the seed-to-sale system under the
oversight of the Bureau and the Departments. All deliveries, sales, and required customer
information are recorded in the track-and-trace system (TTS) and the point-of-sale (POS) system.
The TTS provides 24 Herbs with the ability to track the flow of all cannabis products in and out of
the facility. The POS system tracks additional metrics, including descriptions of products being
sold, date of dispensing, name and registry number of customers, and the name of the employee
who made the sale.
The Manager is responsible for syncing the sales records from the POS system to the TTS. This
reporting takes all the inventory sold through the POS system out of 24 Herbs’ TTS. The Manager
is responsible for weekly, quarterly, and annual audits using generally accepted auditing
standards (GAAS). The Manager conducts a weekly audit of QuickBooks to ensure cash and
credit received matches the POS weekly sales report. The Manager also performs procedures
described within the SOPs to conduct a daily inventory check of all cannabis products.
Audits occur at the end of each day in order to compare digital inventory recorded in the TTS and
the POS system against the physical inventory to ensure every product is/was accounted for. The
Manager then prints an Inventory Report generated by the TTS and the POS system. The
Manager also reconciles the inventory in the safes and refrigerators, where all perishable products
are stored, against the digital inventory.
24 Herbs also creates and maintains an active and functional account within the state-required
TTS prior to opening and engaging in any commercial cannabis activity. One owner is designated
as the system manager. The system manager attends and successfully completes all required
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TTS training and testing, including any orientation and continuing education, overseeing the
authorization of additional TTS users and ensures they are trained on the TTS prior to accessing
or using it. The system manager maintains a complete, accurate, and up-to-date list of all TTS
users that contains their full names and usernames. The system manager and each user
accessing the TTS do so only under their assigned user names and passwords and will not use
or access login credentials of any other individual.
No system manager or user will share or transfer their login credentials, username, or password
to allow the use of the POS or TTS by any other individual for any reason. 24 Herbs is accountable
for all actions their owners or employees take while logged into or using the TTS and while
conducting seed-to-sale activities. The account manager completes the state-mandated training
required by the Bureau and the Departments.
24 Herbs records in the TTS all commercial cannabis activity, including each sale of cannabis
goods; the receipt of cannabis goods; the return of cannabis goods; destruction and disposal of
cannabis goods; and any other activity as required by the City of Pasadena regulations, the State
of California regulations, or any other licensing authority. The following information is recorded for
each activity entered in the TTS: name and type of the cannabis goods; unique identifier of the
cannabis goods; amount of the cannabis goods, by weight or count; date and time of an activity
or transaction; and name and license number of other licensees involved in the activity or
transaction.
Additionally, if the cannabis goods are transported, the licensee will transport pursuant to the
generation of a shipping manifest through the TTS that includes the name, license number, and
premises address of the originating licensee; the name, licensee number, and premises address
of the destination licensee receiving the cannabis goods into inventory or storage; the date and
time of departure from the licensed premises, and approximate date and time of departure from
each subsequent licensed premises, if any; arrival date and estimated time of arrival at each
licensed premises; the driver’s license number of the personnel transporting the cannabis goods;
and the make, model, and license plate number of the vehicle used for transport.
24 Herbs enters and records only complete and accurate information into the TTS and corrects
and reports to the Bureau, the Departments, and the City Manager any known errors entered into
the TTS immediately upon discovery. All transactions must be entered into the TTS by 11:59 p.m.
Pacific Time at the latest, on the day the transaction occurs.
24 Herbs extends to their customers the ability to return cannabis in the event of a recall as long
as the return and destruction is tracked in the TTS and the POS system. 24 Herbs and its cannabis
consulting group developed Quarantine and Recall SOPs as guidelines. 24 Herbs uses the POS
system to maintain an accurate record of sales for every transaction made to a customer.
The record of a cannabis sale contains the following information at a minimum: the first name and
employee number of each employee who processed the sale; the first name of the customer and
an assigned customer number for the person who made the purchase; the date and time of the
transaction; a list of all the cannabis and/or cannabis products purchased, including the quantity
purchased; and the total amount paid for the sale, including the individual prices paid for each
cannabis good purchased and any amounts paid for taxes.
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Upon pickup or receipt of cannabis goods for transport, storage, or inventory, 24 Herbs ensures
the cannabis goods received are as described in the shipping manifest and records acceptance
and acknowledgment of the cannabis goods in the TTS. If there are any discrepancies between
the type, quantity or unique identifier numbers specified in the shipping manifest and the type,
quantity or unique identifiers numbers received by the licensee, the licensee rejects the shipment.
24 Herbs uses the POS system and the TTS to track and record deliveries to customers. If at any
point 24 Herbs loses access or battery-backup power to the TTS for any reason, 24 Herbs does
not perform any operations whatsoever (24 Herbs will close the store according the Opening and
Closing SOP). 24 Herbs will both document and notify the City Manager, the Bureau, and the
Departments immediately when access to the system is lost and when it is restored; and will cite
the cause for the loss of access. 24 Herbs will not transport, transfer, or deliver any cannabis
goods until restoration of access occurs.

STATE TESTING REQUIREMENTS
The Quality-Control Unit is led by the Director of Compliance (DoC) and comprised of the
executive team, General Manager (PIC), and any additional members who would be an asset to
the unit. The Quality-Control Unit is a highly visible representation of 24 Herbs’ commitment to
quality-control regarding laboratory testing. The Quality Control Unit understands that it plays a
key role and is an integral part of 24 Herbs’ responsibility to provide safe, laboratory-tested
products to its customers.
The Quality-Control Unit is also the primary body that writes, establishes, promotes, improves,
and enforces 24 Herbs’ quality-control and quality-assurance efforts, including establishing sound
and comprehensive practices as Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), written responsibilities,
forms, checklists, logs, and other vital documentation. The Unit meets once a month to review
quality control, assuring that all products sold to customers have a valid certificate of analysis.
Members of the Quality-Control Unit have the authority to review laboratory test-result records
within the track-and-trace system (TTS) to ensure that any specific product added to the facility
inventory has met the requirements for necessary lab results. The TTS attaches a certificate of
analysis to any product listed within the system.
Although the TTS has an “on hold” function that identifies any product subject to a recall and
labels a product as “test not passed,” if it did not meet required lab results, the manager who
accepts deliveries is trained to verify that all products received are neither “on hold” nor have “test
not passed” status. The TTS will also have safeguards in place that will prevent the transfer of
products that are “on hold” or “test not passed.” Upon identifying any such products, the manager
rejects the shipment, as instructed during their training by the DoC for how to receive and verify
shipments.
The Quality-Control Unit also must verify that the certificate of analysis for a product came from
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a compliant laboratory that’s in good standing with its respective city and the State of California.
Because of the State of California’s past evidence of laboratories falsified or incomplete testing
documentation for cannabis sold since the inception of MAUCRSA, 24 Herbs requires their
Quality Control Unit to verify the compliance, standards, and procedures of any laboratory that
provides certificates of analysis for any product 24 Herbs sells. Once a laboratory is vetted and
determined compliant as a cannabis testing laboratory in the opinion of 24 Herbs’ DoC, the State
of California, and its respective city, the Quality Control Unit creates a report verifying this and
reverifies the report biannually.
The Quality-Control Unit is responsible for performing several audits each month. These audits
ensure that every product accepted in a shipment passes necessary laboratory requirements.
The audits include testing of controls, ensuring that each product in the facility or sold during the
month has an associated certificate of analysis filed in 24 Herbs’ external hard drive, all products
listed in the TTS conform to the “test passed” criteria, and all products are found within the “active”
inventory section of the TTS as opposed to the “on hold” section. These practices and systems
ensure that all products sold are tested at a compliant laboratory in regard to the respective city
and California State regulations. Through auditing the permitting, licensing, compliance, and
standards of each laboratory that provides certificates of analysis for all products sold by 24
Herbs, the products can be deemed compliant and fit for sale at 24 Herbs.
Pacific Expeditors ensures that their testing protocols are followed for each product and brand
they represent and carry. Records of testing and Certificates of Analysis will be provided to 24
Herbs for all products and orders received. Pacific Expeditor inventory control staff are
responsible for entering products into the WMS database upon arrival at a Distribution Facility or
at Headquarters after accounting for all products. In addition, products received are physically
logged into the Intake Log.
Product quality, quantity, and delivery will be verified and inspected. Each shipment received will
be reviewed against its manifest upon receipt for accuracy and correct unique identifying lot or
batch numbers. Raw products received will be segregated and inspected for quality and to ensure
there are no damage or contamination issues. Raw cannabis materials, including flowers, trim,
and bulk concentrate, will be weighed upon receipt to ensure that the quantity accurately matches
what is on the Transport Manifest. All packaged finished products will be counted, ensuring they
match the quantity on the Transport Manifest.
All product requiring testing shall move directly to the Quarantine Zone. Licensed labs will be
contacted and conduct requisite random sample selection and issue Certificates of Analysis
(COA) to the Warehouse Manager, Inventory Compliance Specialist, and CEO or their
representative. The respective COA shall be attached to the appropriate batch in the WMS. The
WMS is designed to prohibit the transfer of products from the Quarantine Zone to available
inventory without a COA attached to the batch profile.
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Only the CEO or their designated representative may authorize the movement of finished goods
from the Quarantine Zone to available inventory. NO ONE may authorize the movement of
products from the Quarantine Zone to available inventory without a COA. Failure to comply with
this regulation will result in the immediate and irrevocable termination from Pacific Expeditors.

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
24 Herbs believes that extensive investment in high-quality products, employee sales training,
and compliant practices will be key fundamentals for employee development and the overall
success of 24 Herbs. The comprehensive and strategic training of skilled sales associates
provides effective customer education and maximizes customer service and revenue. Training
employees in retail best practices is consistent with 24 Herbs’ core retail principles. These
procedures are the blueprint for 24 Herbs’ dispensing culture as well.
24 Herbs has a commitment to ensure that each time a customer, patient, or caregiver arrives at
the Retail facility, they receive the most comprehensive and educational cannabis-consumer
experience possible from a knowledgeable 24 Herbs employee. 24 Herbs’ successful
development and implementation of an employee training program is based on its ownership’s
and management’s collective experience within legal cannabis industries around the country. 24
Herbs’ cannabis consulting group, Next Big Crop (NBC), incorporates and executes training
programs for adult-use and medicinal-use retail facilities as well as cultivation, manufacturing and
distribution facilities across the nation.
24 Herbs’ will submit all training materials and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to the
Bureau, the Departments, and the City Manager upon request. The Person in Charge (PIC) is
responsible for monitoring, documenting, and filing each employee’s training completion chart,
both physically and digitally. The training chart procedures call for the retention of all information
required by 8.11.110(B) of Title 8 and the regulations adopted by the Bureau and the
Departments. Before dispensary employees commence working at the retail facility, they receive
an initial New Hire Orientation by the PIC and NBC (the PIC and all Owners receive training by
NBC two weeks prior to employees coming in for the first New Hire Orientation).
The New Hire Orientation provides foundational training that includes instruction on the track-andtrace system (TTS) and the point-of-sale (POS) system, all SOPs, responsible use training,
recognizing signs of abuse, customer or patient and/or caregiver use of 24 Herbs’ toll-free hotline,
adverse event recognition, proper use of security measures to prevent diversion/theft and to
identify all health and safety hazards, quality-control procedures, hazard analysis procedures,
safe usage of equipment, confidentiality requirements, HIPPA training, forms of cannabis and/or
cannabis product(s), methods of administration of cannabis and/or cannabis product(s) and
strains, instructions regarding regulatory inspections, law enforcement interaction, legal
requirements for maintaining status as a licensed employee, and any other topics specified by
the Bureau and the Departments.
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REDACTED

The PIC will provide random SOP quizzes to employees to ensure they are retaining all training
information. As another measure to ensure exemplary employee deportment, 24 Herbs will
conduct bimonthly secret-shopper inspections to verify that dispensary employees are executing
all policies and procedures compliantly. After the visit, the PIC provides constructive feedback to
the employee(s) involved in the exercise.
NBC has an extensive background with TTS management, and its training sites include retailers,
cultivation, manufacturing, and distribution facilities in Colorado, the State of Washington, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Maryland. NBC and the PIC will provide in-depth training to employees who
will use the TTS and POS.
REDACTED

Staff training and education will be part of the culture at the retail facility. 24 Herbs’ employees
will receive continued mandatory, supervised, in-process training from the PIC and NBC.

REDACTED
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REDACTED

CUSTOMER EDUCATION
24 Herbs developed a customer-education program that the board of advisors and management
oversee and present to employees during new hire orientation and each quarter thereafter. Before
any new employee can dispense cannabis, they receive training on the responsible use of
cannabis and learn to recognize signs of abuse and adverse reactions that may occur among
cannabis consumers. New employees receive training about the state-required Track-and-Trace
System (TTS) and the Point of Sale (POS), which monitor misuse and diversion. After completion
of training, all employees receive additional education throughout the year that incorporates
substance-abuse training.
24 Herbs develops policies to ensure customers receive accurate information about the
effectiveness of various forms of cannabis, information about abuse, the legal status of cannabis,
and information about drug interactions. The initial training program is five hours long, and all
educational material requires approval by the board of advisors. 24 Herbs’ board of advisors has
extensive collective experience in legal cannabis markets across the United States. The board
utilizes advisors who have extensive experience practicing medicine and/or extensive experience
in laboratory settings relevant to cannabis identification and research.
The board reviews and provides final approval for all training and related training materials, which
includes one-plus hours on recognizing signs of abuse or adverse reactions to the medicinal use
of cannabis, one-plus hours on instruction for the use of cannabis, one-plus hours on adverse
symptom reporting and documentation, one-plus hour on Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability (HIPAA) and how it relates to 24 Herbs’ medicinal-use customers and caregivers,
and one-plus hour on the procedures for the refusal of service.
24 Herbs provides training for recognizing signs of addiction, abuse, or other problematic
behavior. 24 Herbs arranged for a local substance abuse specialist to come to the retail facility
and provide quarterly training sessions for employees. The substance abuse specialist will
provide insight about cannabis abuse, signs and symptoms of abuse, effects of cannabis abuse,
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and cannabis abuse treatment. Employees receive training on the use of cannabis as an
alternative to opioids and how to help customers struggling with withdrawal from discontinuing
opioids while utilizing cannabis.
The substance abuse specialist presents hypothetical situations to employees to help them
prepare for situations when a customer is showing signs of abuse or addiction, and how the
employee will need to make a judgment call as to whether or not to sell cannabis to the customer.
24 Herbs plans to meet with different local medical professionals each month to ensure
employees utilize best practices when interacting with customers and distributing cannabis
products. Emergency contact information for local hospitals, urgent care facilities, and substance
abuse and addiction-treatment centers will be readily available to employees and customers. The
information will also be on 24 Herbs’ website.
The substance abuse specialist will provide guidance for the prevention of driving under the
influence of cannabis, preventive measures for customers sharing or selling their cannabis
product to unauthorized individuals, recognizing when customers mention unsuccessful efforts to
cut down or control their cannabis use, recognizing when customers try to exceed their purchase
limits, recognizing when customers talk about transporting cannabis outside state boundaries,
explaining differences in product types and dosage to customers in order to prevent
overconsumption, and recognizing when customers mention failure to fulfill obligations at work,
school, or home because of cannabis use.
If an employee has concerns about a customer showing signs of abuse or addiction, the employee
will know from training when to refuse a sale and, instead refer the customer to treatment or
counseling services. Customers will have the opportunity to schedule a one-hour in-person
consultation with members of the board of advisors if they feel they are experiencing substance
abuse issues. Members of the board of advisors determine if the customer is abusing cannabis
and provides guidance for the best course of action.
If the customer is abusing cannabis, the retail facility will cease sales to the customer, contact the
physician who issued their cannabis recommendation (if the customer is a patient shopping
medically), and both 24 Herbs and medicinally relevant board of advisors’ members will
recommend several different substance abuse facilities to said customer.
Using cannabis for recreational purposes when purchasing it for medical use, or not using
cannabis in accordance with the instruction and education provided by 24 Herbs is also
considered substance abuse of cannabis. An appropriate member from the board of advisors will
schedule a routine one-hour phone conversation every six months in order to assess the
customer’s response from treatment. Educational materials are available in the Waiting Area and
Retail Areas for customer use. Employees will also place educational materials and safety inserts
within the shopping bag at the close of sale. See ‘Picture Page 25/25 – Education Materials.’
24 Herbs’ cannabis consulting group Next Big Crop (NBC) provided 24 Herbs with customer
relations SOPs that have been approved by the board of advisors. The SOPs detail procedures
for offering customers advice about cannabis product consumption, the different potency levels
for all cannabis products, and consumption information for each cannabis product offered for sale.
Adequate training about all cannabis products offered by the retail facility and the symptoms for
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which they provide relief will ensure employees provide accurate and safe recommendations to
customers.
24 Herbs will coordinate with product representatives from distributors, cultivators, and
processors to come to the facility to speak to employees about their respective product(s), the
company they represent, and how to use and recommend the product to customers. Employees
will have the opportunity to ask questions and bring up potential real-life scenarios in preparation
for future customer interaction about the product. Product representatives will visit the retail facility
on a bi-annual basis to provide employees with new advancements and products within the
industry.
The appropriate members of the board of advisors will train employees on the methods for
administering individual doses of cannabis and the appropriate product recommendations to
provide customers. The training will occur every quarter and will focus on label comprehension,
safe packaging techniques, recommended dosage for various types of cannabis products, and
administration techniques for all cannabis products sold at the retail facility.
Members of the board of advisors will provide training to new hires during quarterly new hire
orientations on the risks associated with cannabis. The training will take a total of six hours.
Discussions focus on issues of cannabis use, including addiction, respiratory effects, potential
contamination in cannabis (fungal or bacterial impurities), cardiovascular effects, immunologic
effects, neuropsychiatric effects, psychiatric effects, and reproductive effects. Employees receive
training for recognizing the possible side effects associated with cannabis that may cause harm
to a customer.
Potential side effects include drowsiness, dry mouth or thirst, giddiness, reduced tear flow,
hunger, insomnia, red eyes, respiratory issues, feeling of euphoria, short-term memory loss or
altered sense of time, coughing, bronchitis, decreased sperm count, dysphoria, ataxia, sedation,
hazards of smoking, and uneasiness or anxiety. Upon completion of the training, employees will
know how to properly educate customers about the risks associated with cannabis and how to
recognize what may be problematic usage of cannabis.
The retail facility will provide complimentary printed “safety inserts” for customers. The safety
insert will include information about administering individual doses of cannabis product; activation
time of different types of infused products, transdermals, topicals, vaping extracts, concentrates,
and flower; how the activation time differs between woman and men; how different weights and
body sizes relate to different effects of cannabis use; how different types of cannabis within
edibles relate to different effects of cannabis use; how various methods of extraction relate to
different effects of cannabis use; any potential dangers associated with the use of cannabis; how
to recognize what may be problematic usage of cannabis; how to obtain appropriate services or
treatment for problematic usage; the side effects and contraindications that may cause harm to
customers; a warning for customers, advising them against attempting to process any cannabis
into a cannabis product at home; and how to prevent or deter the misuse of cannabis by
individuals under 21 years of age (unless said individual uses medical cannabis and medical
cannabis products from the ages of 18-21 as permitted by the State of California and the City of
Pasadena). See ‘Picture Page 25/25 – Education Materials.’
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MARKETING
A marketing plan for the cannabis industry must be sensitive to the unique inherent legal issues
surrounding the dissemination of information. 24 Herbs plans to utilize broadcast and cable radio,
print, and digital communications where at least 71.6% of the audience is 21 years of age or older
as directed by Article 4 of the regulations set forth by the Bureau. 24 Herbs will engage in online
marketing strategies incorporating search engine optimization (SEO). 24 Herbs will conduct age
affirmation for direct advertising, marketing communication, or marketing-related dialog. 24 Herbs
will display the business name and license number on all advertising materials, which includes
outdoor advertisement displays and internet web page advertisements.
To celebrate the opening of the new retail facility,

REDACTED

The waiting area of the dispensing room will serve as a customer-education area. A museumstyle educational timeline will be the aesthetic focal point of the room, outlining the history of
cannabis, the history of human utilization of cannabis, and the political events surrounding it. Free
educational pamphlets and brochures will be available to customers. The waiting room will also
house a customer cannabis library and will allow customers to “check out” books and periodicals,
for a small fee, for a period of two weeks at a time. The receptionist will manage the library.
24 Herbs will provide printed “safety inserts” that patients and adult-use consumers can take
home as a resource. The safety inserts include information such as methods of administration,
activation times for different types of cannabis products, potential dangers associated with
cannabis use, how to recognize what may be problematic usage of cannabis products, how to
seek help or treatment for problematic usage, potential side effects, how to prevent misuse of
cannabis by underage individuals, and proper disposal of unused cannabis products.
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REDACTED

The outstanding customer service provided at 24 Herbs, as well as the competitive pricing and
cost-saving discount offers that come with membership to the exclusive loyalty program will not
only promote repeat business, it will promote brand awareness. Brand awareness, in turn, leads
to brand trust, which leads to brand loyalty. The special treatment and consideration 24 Herbs will
extend to its customers through special promotions is one of the things that will set it apart from
competition in an increasingly competitive market.
A good marketing plan includes promotions and special offers, and 24 Herbs extends a new
special offer to customers each week and states the dates the promotion is active. The promotions
will vary and often reflect the time of year. Infused beverages and topicals promotions will occur
in summer, cannabis-infused dessert and candy edibles promotions will occur around Halloween
and Valentine’s day. Concentrates promotions for shatter or wax will occur during spring and fall.
Promotions offering discounts on flower can occur at any time of the year.

REDACTED
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There are limits to what a cannabis business can promote on social media, but a presence is
necessary and part of the 24 Herbs overall marketing plan. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and
LinkedIn platforms will provide a location to highlight 24 Herbs’ community engagement and
community service efforts. Any educational event or community service milestone such as
participation in a diabetes research bikeathon, AIDS walk, or helping to feed the homeless on
Thanksgiving will provide evidence that 24 Herbs is not only a part of the business community,
but also an active and outgoing member of the Pasadena community that promotes community
engagement and enhancement. Photographs that illustrate the specific events will appear with
social media posts to clearly illustrate the level of commitment 24 Herbs has to the local
community, as well as to business customers.
24 Herbs becomes active with the local community in appropriate and helpful ways through a
community-outreach program and makes financial contributions to the local community via profitsharing agreements to enhance opportunities for educational programs, art, minorities, veterans,
women, and the disabled. 24 Herbs expects the funds received by the community from these
profit-sharing agreements to strengthen bonds within the community, communicating our
message of diversity, inclusion and opportunity, and generating a positive perception of the
cannabis business. See ‘Picture Page 15 – Fulcrum Arts, 16 - SteamCoders, 17- Ideal Youth, 18
– Chamber of Commerce, and 19 – Cancer Support Community – Pasadena.’
24 Herbs will engage in an online marketing strategy that includes SEO to bring its website to the
top of search results for keywords such as "cannabis Pasadena" or "buy medicinal cannabis.”
Through press releases and blogging, 24 Herbs intends to keep patient and adult-use consumers
updated on California and Pasadena cannabis products and medicinal cannabis products and will
issue several press releases per year. Online websites, such as Weedmaps.com and Leafly.com,
provide product reviews and ratings for the different strains of cannabis for cannabis retailers and
provide information helpful to patients and adult-use consumers that is extremely useful when
determining whether specific cannabis products are suitable and appropriate for their preferences
or desired effects.
Considerations of the marketing plan include branding strategies such as logo design, web
design, and packaging design that will help patient and adult-use consumers identify with 24
Herbs’ brand. 24 Herbs intends to advertise as the premier retailer location in California for patient
and adult-use consumers who desire consistent, high-quality cannabis products. 24 Herbs
considers the interior design of the retail facility to have special appeal and creates an
environment that customers will enjoy and frequent. 24 Herbs will offer a wide variety of highquality cannabinoid options in a number of product categories. 24 Herbs will provide customers
with materials with promotional branding, including exit bags, rolling papers, lighters, etc., for a
small fee.
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SUB-SECTION 2B: COMMUNITY BENEFITS
OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM
24 Herbs, LLC, is excited and motivated to become an active and ardent supporter of the City of
Pasadena. Not only does 24 Herbs look forward to helping the local economy by providing jobs,
financial assistance and volunteer efforts to the community, but our Ownership Team has been
proactive in identifying potential community needs and financial recipients. To that end, we have
developed a Community Outreach Program that will further the City of Pasadena’s goals to
enhance the quality of life and bolster the local economy.
24 Herbs will present the City of Pasadena with up to twenty full-time job opportunities, if approved
for licensure. The company also will seek multiple contract services from local businesses and
professionals, thereby contributing revenue to local enterprises. Additionally, revenue will
generate substantial tax benefits for the City and the State of California in general. 24 Herbs will
be not only a business, but a significant contributing member of the community, and will discretely
contribute to local charity organizations and civic-minded projects whenever possible. 24 Herbs
is committed to employment practices specifying living wage provisions and other notable
initiatives which will benefit the community. In addition, 24 Herbs herein pledges to donate 6%
(based on the contracted and proposed donations) of net proceeds to local charitable
organizations, including those specified below. We propose to work in collaboration with other
businesses and the City of Pasadena to identify organizations which would benefit from charitable
support, and we further propose to work with a community consortium to develop a public
education plan that outlines the risks of youth addiction and identifies resources available to youth
related to drugs and drug addiction.
Finally, 24 Herbs has directly pledged to making financial contributions to specific organizations
consistent with its commitment to focusing on the health and well-being of Pasadena residents,
its desire to address diversity and underserved populations, and its desire to make our community
a better place, as outlined below.

Community Outreach Program Partners:
Ideal Youth
Pending licensure, the details and relevant contractual language are set forth as to the financial
commitment and outreach efforts that 24 Herbs has pledged to Ideal Youth, to which it will
contribute 1% of its annual net profit, the use of which will be up to the sole discretion of Ideal
Youth, and with no expectation or requirement of public acknowledgement. See ‘Picture Page 17
– Ideal Youth.’
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Ideal Youth, Inc., is a Pasadena-based nonprofit with a stated mission “dedicated to educating
students about workforce readiness, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy through interactive,
hands-on advanced job training and career internships.” Ideal Youth’s desire to develop robust
programming that will have a significant impact on student career or vocational path skills
development by bridging the gaps between Pasadena-area existing youth skills training programs
directly aligns with 24 Herbs’ stated goals of addressing unemployed, underemployed and other
underserved and at-risk populations in the City of Pasadena.
In addition to net profit donation, 24 Herbs will commit to assisting Ideal Youth in its educational
classroom curriculum and job internships to help students gain the knowledge and skills that are
critical to competing in this fast-changing economy. Ideal Youth also will benefit from 24 Herbs’
volunteer efforts offering to speak about, conduct workshops in and help train for job opportunities,
and 24 Herbs will work with Ideal Youth to enhance their existing workforce training programs so
that students benefit from additional career options upon graduation, specifically within the
domain of medical and recreational marijuana production and retail opportunities.
See ‘Picture Page 17 – Ideal Youth.’

Friends In Deed
Pending licensure, the details and relevant contractual language are set forth as to the financial
commitment and outreach efforts that 24 Herbs has pledged to Friends In Deed, to which it will
contribute 1% of its annual net profit, the use of which will be up to the sole discretion of Friends
In Deed, and with no expectation or requirement of public acknowledgement.
Since 1894, Friends In Deed has successfully operated as an interfaith collaborative dedicated to
alleviating the effects of poverty and encouraging self-sufficiency through the collective efforts of
congregations, volunteers, and community organizations.
24 Herbs is eager to assist in these efforts as one of the potential community organizations also
devoted to alleviating the issues surrounding individuals experiencing homelessness and other
at-risk individuals. Through our proposed financial commitment and volunteer efforts, we will
partner to help provide resources and opportunities for all in-need members of the community, to
ensure that they lead their most productive and meaningful lives.
Copies of the letter of support are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.

Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
Pending licensure, the details and relevant contractual language are set forth as to the financial
commitment and outreach efforts that 24 Herbs has pledged to the Pasadena Chamber of
Commerce, to which it will contribute 1% of its annual net profit, the use of which will be up to the
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sole discretion of the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce, and with no expectation or requirement
of public acknowledgement. See ‘Picture Page 18 – Chamber of Commerce.’
As a member and financial supporter, 24 Herbs will work through the Chamber to ensure that
local businesses are at the core and very heart of our business dealings. With the Chamber’s
assistance, we will identify and contract for goods and services with Pasadena-based companies,
particularly seeking out those whose stated mission, company structure and commitment to
community align with ours.
See ‘Picture Page 18 – Chamber of Commerce.’

Ideal Youth of Pasadena, California
24 Herbs is firmly committed to providing economic prosperity and social impact to the students
of Pasadena and to that end recognizes the needs and challenges of the community and its
institutions to provide constructive influence and development for its citizens. Upon permit award,
24 Herbs will donate a portion of its annual profits to Fulcrum Arts of Pasadena, California.
See ‘Picture Page 15 – Fulcrum Arts.’

Pasadena Fire Department Foundation
Pending licensure and board approval, 24 Herbs will become a long-term contributor towards the
community goals and objectives of the Pasadena Fire Department. 24 Herbs will donate a portion
of its proceeds, the details and relevant contractual language to be determined at a later date.
As a financial supporter, 24 Herbs will work through the Pasadena Fire Department to ensure that
the community will be positively impacted, contributed to, and that those that risk their safety for
the welfare of others will continue to be well supported and appreciated.
Copies of the letter of support are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.

Cancer Support Community – Pasadena
As a strong supporter of the medical community, 24 Herbs will donate a portion of its proceeds to
Cancer Support Community – Pasadena. Cancer Support Community’s mission is ‘to ensure that
all people impacted by cancer are empowered by knowledge, strengthened by action, and
sustained by community. All of our programs and services are offered free of charge to individuals
facing cancer, including their families and friends.’
See Picture Page 19 – Cancer Support Community – Pasadena.’
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SteamCoders
Moreover, 24 Herbs has been communicating with the Pasadena-based organization
Steam:Coders, which since its inception in 2014 has provided more than 5,000 underrepresented
and underserved students, along with their families, through Science, Technology, Engineering,
Art, and Math (STEAM), in preparation for academic and career opportunities. A decision to
partner will be presented to the Steam:Coders Board of Directors at their February meeting. Upon
agreement and pending licensure, 24 Herbs will commit to donating 1% of net profits, the use of
which will be up to the sole discretion of Steam:Coders, and with no expectation or requirement
of public acknowledgement.
See ‘Picture Page 16 – SteamCoders.’

Journey House of Pasadena, California
“Journey House supports former foster and probation youth to live fully independent, successful
lives. Founded in 1983, Journey House provides emotional support and guidance, as well as
financial aid to help them with the cost of attending college and vocational schools.” 24 Herbs’
Community Partners program exists to support the community of Pasadena. 24 Herbs has
committed and received a letter of support from Journey House of Pasadena, California allowing
24 Herbs to donate a portion of its proceeds.
Copies of the letter of support are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.

Additional Potential Community Partners
24 Herbs also has contacted and/or met with representatives from Pasadena Fire Station 33 and
its California OES Regional Task Force-4/Urban Search & Rescue, to which and pending
licensure, 24 Herbs will commit to donating 1% of net profits, the use of which will be up to the
sole discretion of Pasadena Fire Station 33 and California OES Regional Task Force-4/Urban
Search & Rescue, and with no expectation or requirement of public acknowledgement.
24 Herbs also has contacted and/or met with representatives from the Pasadena Police
Foundation, to which and pending licensure, 24 Herbs will commit to donating 1% of net
profits, the use of which will be up to the sole discretion of the Pasadena Police Foundation,
and with no expectation or requirement of public acknowledgement.
Copies of the letter of support are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
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Community Outreach Program Outline
Meanwhile, the overall Community Outreach Program involves (1) assessing our local
community, (2) establishing impact goals, (3) developing strategies to meet those goals, and (4)
monitoring/tracking the effectiveness of our Program.
1.

Community Assessment

During our evaluation of where to establish 24 Herbs, we looked for locations that satisfied not
only our physical operational requirements for infrastructure and accessibility, but also for a
community where our efforts could align with the goals and need of a city for its residents and the
overall health and well-being of the community. We found all of that and more in the City of
Pasadena, California. We undertook an assessment of the City of Pasadena community and
learned as much as possible about its history, people and current needs. To summarize,
according to 2017 or newer data gleaned from U.S. Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics
data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the population of the City of Pasadena is 142,647;
there are approximately 4,737 Veterans;
the City has a slightly higher percentage of foreign-born residents than the State of
California at 30.2% (compared to 27%);
the median income is just REDACTED slightly higher than the median income for all of
California REDACTED;
the population of Pasadena is 36.5% white alone, 34.4% Hispanic, 16.3% Asian, 10.2%
black or African-American, and 0.3% American Indian or Alaska Native;
based on the 2019 Federal Poverty Levels, 15.5% live at or below the poverty line;
according to December 2018 Bureau of Labor Statistics data (the last month calculated
and released), the City has an unemployment rate of 4%, marginally lower than the
unemployment rate for all of California for the same time period (4.2%);
persons 65 and over represent 15.5% of the population;
a significant number of residents do not have health insurance benefits, at 11.8% of the
population;
females comprise 51.7% of the population, while representing 5.7% less of the employed
civilian labor force than males;
persons under 65 living with a disability comprise 5.8% of the City’s population

Based on these findings, our objectives in Community Outreach include the desire to significantly
assist in addressing issues of unemployment, diversity, equanimity, underserved and at-risk
populations. This includes but is not limited to individuals with barriers to employment (displaced
homemakers; low-income individuals; American Indians and Alaska Natives; individuals with
disabilities; older individuals; individuals who are English language learners, have low literacy
levels, or face substantial cultural barriers; single parents, including pregnant women; long-term
unemployed individuals; and members of other groups identified by the State of California.
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We also intend outreach to low-income individuals, including those who receive or in the past 6
months have received assistance through the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, the
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Program, the Supplemental Security Income Program,
and state or local income-based public assistance, or are in a family with a total family income
that does not exceed the higher of the poverty line, or 70% of the lower living standard income
level, and especially individuals with a disability with individual income below 70% of the lower
living
standard
income
level.
24 Herbs additionally intends outreach to individuals identified as Basic Skills Deficient, including
those who are unable to compute or solve problems or read, write or speak English, at a level
necessary to function on the job, or in the individual’s family, or in society, as defined by the
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA). We also will extend employment and outreach
strategies for underemployed individuals, defined as those employed less than full-time who are
seeking full-time employment; individuals employed in a position that is inadequate with respect
to their skills and training; or individuals employed but meet the threshold of low-income individual.
Our open dialogue and collaboration with important City of Pasadena organizations will
underscore the inherent optimism that encompasses the overall spirit of the local community. It is
this spirit, accompanied by the progressive stance on economic development, that is key to our
mutual success.
2.
The

Community Impact Goals
goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of

24

Herbs’

Community

Outreach

Program

are

as

follows:

Create Employment Opportunities
Promote and encourage the growth of industry and existing employers located in
the City of Pasadena
Stimulate Economic Development
Sponsor Education Programs
Promote Workforce Education and Job Training
Support Public Services (Police and Fire Departments)
Improve Health and Quality of Life by Providing Easily Accessed Information About
Potential Benefits and Risks Associated with Medical and Recreational Marijuana
Increase the tax base in the City of Pasadena by creating well-paying jobs
Enhance the diversity of our workforce by providing job opportunities for veterans,
women, persons with disabilities and minorities.

3. Community Impact Strategies
24 Herbs has created strategies based on our Impact Goals and the missions of our Outreach
Partners, contracting to donate net profits to Ideal Youth, Friends In Deed and the Pasadena
Chamber of Commerce, as well as reaching out to organizations such as Steam:Coders,
Pasadena Fire Station 33 and California OES Regional Task Force-4/Urban Search & Rescue.
We are prepared to offer volunteer and vocational efforts through all available channels, and will
continue to work with these and any other identified Pasadena-based organizations with stated
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missions aligning with our own and the needs of the City, directing staff and Board of Directors
time and efforts toward identifying those needs and working with appropriate partners to create,
implement and monitor effective blueprints for success.
Additionally, 24 Herbs is committed to supporting the reversal of distressed economic conditions
in the City of Pasadena and the surrounding communities through direct and indirect job creation,
support for career and workforce training, as well as providing opportunities for suppliers and
service providers. Open positions with 24 Herbs will also be advertised through all available
channels, including those reaching our target populations.
Community Partners/Social Giving
24 Herbs’ company culture encourages its employees to volunteer in the community, and to
participate in charitable events whenever possible, and will seek to accommodate requests for
work-time adjustment when the participation aligns with community commitments and targeted
community benefits goals.
4. Community Impact Assessment
24 Herbs will identify individuals within its organization to serve as community liaisons and to
create and implement strategic plans for the continual assessment, update and reconfiguring of
our successes in reaching community benefit goals.
Annual Community Outreach Update to Board of Managers
One time per year, the Board of Managers will receive a formal Annual Community Impact Update
from the Commitment Team and/or Human Relations Director. The Community Impact Meeting
will evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the Community Outreach Program and how 24
Herbs’ efforts are received by our partners and the community at large. At this meeting we will
also consider and discuss diversity in the context of our Community Outreach Plan. This meeting
is strategic in nature and while scheduled to occur yearly, additional sessions may be scheduled
based upon program requirements.
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SUB-SECTION 2C: PRODUCT OFFERINGS
PRODUCT PROCUREMENT
It is 24 Herbs’ goal to provide an uninterrupted supply of high-quality cannabis products to its
customers. 24 Herbs’ ownership and management teams have compliantly operated successful
medical and adult use cannabis retail, cultivation and infused-products manufacturing businesses
within various markets across the country for over 10 years. These include retail and delivery
operations within nascent markets, where sourcing safe, consistent and high-quality cannabis
products has been both challenging, and paramount to consumer satisfaction and success.
Because 24 Herbs’ team has extensive collective experience not only selling cannabis products,
but producing them as well, it has enabled 24 Herbs to establish stringent purchasing guidelines
that ensure each product offering meets 24 Herbs’ Core-Quality Standards. These standards,
along with the company’s mission and vision, will be displayed proudly on an accent wall within
the proposed dispensary’s entry vestibule as “24 Herbs Core Quality Promise”:
24 Herbs Core Quality Promise:
•

All products are tested by accredited, State-approved testing laboratories.

•

24 Herbs regularly visits the facilities of its producer-partners to ensure quality and safety
standards are met.

•

We know our products. Each one of our sales experts receives training on every product
we offer. Just ask.

•

24 Herbs strives to source products that are produced and packaged using the industry’s
most environmentally friendly and sustainable practices and materials.

•

We believe in transparency. All products sold by 24 Herbs display a complete ingredient
list, so you can know what you’re putting in your body.

•

Our app-based customer portal allows you to review your purchasing history, rate and/or
provide feedback on your experience with each product and stay apprised of any safety
announcements in the unlikely event of a product recall. The portal also allows you to
stay up to date on product specials, new offerings and events. Get the app!

In order to fulfill on these procurement standards, 24 Herbs has developed detailed guidelines for
its suppliers and their distributers. These guidelines have been established to define 24 Herbs’
standards for safety systems surrounding the production, packaging, storage and distribution of
cannabis products, along with Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) programs that it
requires its suppliers to have in place.
Additionally, 24 Herbs will require its distributers/suppliers to enter into a definitive Master
Purchase Agreement (MPA) with 24 Herbs, which will, at a minimum, detail ongoing operational
quality and consistency requirements of the supplier, as well as scenarios which would constitute
a breach of the agreement, rendering the agreement void. The MPA will also provide for 24 Herbs’
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unhindered access to the producer/distributer’s facility for a site assessment with a 48-hours’
notice.
The responsibility of selecting, vetting and managing suppliers is assigned to the dispensary’s
Purchasing Manager. This position is integral to 24 Herbs’ goal of providing the highest quality
products available to its customers, while ensuring that 24 Herbs’ producer-partners are meeting
24 Herbs’, the State’s and the City of Pasadena’s quality and safety standards. The Purchasing
Manager will perform on-site inspections of each potential supplier’s facility prior to entering into
an MPA with that supplier, as well as on a quarterly basis. These inspections will ensure the
following standards and processes are in place:
•

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Recordkeeping processes are in place and
up to date.

•

Track and Trace system is in place and up to date.

•

Records of all inspections, compliance infractions and/or remediation plans

•

Records of all 3rd-party laboratory results, including failed batches

•

Records of any recalled products or reported adverse events

The Purchasing Manager is also responsible for the physical inspection and inventorying of all
received cannabis products. Received products are inspected for any evidence of damage to
cases, as well as to individual units. Product quantities are reconciled with the original purchase
order, certificates of laboratory analyses are verified and received products are immediately input
into 24 Herbs’ inventory. Any cases or individual products which are damaged, or do not meet
specification, will be refused, and must be immediately removed from the premises by the
supplier’s shipping agent.
It is 24 Herbs’ goal to provide the very best customer experience possible. The products that the
dispensary offers will reflect the demand of its customers. 24 Herbs will use a data-driven
procurement strategy to ensure the dispensary’s ability to accurately anticipate and fulfill customer
demand. As industry standards and customer demands shift, so will the dispensaries inventory.
In addition, 24 Herbs has prioritized the use of local providers with an emphasis on quality
products. With this in mind, 24 Herbs has entered into a partnership with Pacific Expeditors
(PacEx). For more details on some of the product offerings 24 Herbs intends to purchase from
PacEx see ‘Picture Pages 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 – Product Catalog.’
PacEx is an award-winning third-party statewide wholesale cannabis sales, distribution, and
consulting services provider licensed within the State of California. Veteran-Family owned, PacEX
has extensive experience in government compliance at both the municipal and state level.
Working with such a top-tier distributor will help ensure that 24 Herbs will have the products that
its customers demand available when they demand them. This partnership will also reduce
procurement cost and minimize unforeseen obstacles. These savings will ultimately be passed to
the customer. See ‘Picture Pages 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 – Product Catalog.’
PacEx sources from a variety of state-licensed, lab-tested cultivators and producers. Dry flower,
pre-rolls, concentrates produced from a variety of extraction methods and substrates, vapes,
edibles, tinctures, and topical ointments, will all be made available in a plethora of forms and
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formulations, all based on customer feedback and industry trends. PacEx distributes products
from a number of industry-leading local and state-wide producers including but are not limited to,
Chronic Creek, a multi-generational family of cannabis growers in Eastern Humboldt, Native
Humboldt Farms, a woman-owned small-batch cannabis cultivator and manufacturer in Humboldt
County and Shepherd’s Meadow Farm, a small family farm in Mendocino County dedicated to
sustainable, organic cultivation, utilizing renewable energy, and employ zero pesticides. Each of
these producers has a reputation for providing quality, lab-tested products from local cultivators.
Each of these has been vetted to ensure quality and compliance.
The strains that 24 Herbs will makes available to its customers will present them with a wide
variety of THC and CBD concentrations across the two primary cannabis species, sativa and
indicia, as well as hybrids. 24 Herbs will work with PacEx to provide these strains in a variety of
formulations. The chart below provides an example of the strains that 24 Herbs will offer. In
addition to concentrations and species, information on terpene profiles, flavors, common effects,
medical applications and negative side effects will be made available. See ‘Picture Pages 8, 9,
10, 11 and 12 – Product Catalog.’
24 Herbs has designed its proposed product lines to effectively meet the needs of Pasadena’s
medical cannabis and adult-use patients. Cannabis delivery devices such as hand and water
pipes, vape pens, and rolling papers have been selected from industry leading vendors for their
efficacy, affordability, ease of administration and safety. A dynamic pricing model will be
introduced to guarantee that customers are receiving the best prices. Data on pricing and product
demand from both with 24 Herb, as well as from across the cannabis industry will be carefully
studied to determine the best prices for our products. Implementing a dynamic pricing model as
opposed to the industry adopted the Keystone pricing model, in combination with industry-leading
procurement strategy will maximize customer value. See ‘Picture Pages 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 –
Product Catalog.’
It is the Purchasing Manager’s responsibility to stay apprised on any recall events that may affect
its distributers. If the Purchasing Manager determines that 24 Herbs has purchased products
which originated from a cultivator, processor or distributer that currently faces a recall, 24 Herbs’
Director of Compliance (DoC) will follow the steps outlined in the company Recall SOP, and the
Purchasing Manager, along with the DoC will need to re-inspect the facility that is undergoing the
recall. If the facility in question has not taken significant measures to ensure that it will not face
another recall, 24 Herbs will discontinue sourcing products from the license in question. The DoC
is capable of making determinations if a recall is due to a one-time event, that can be corrected,
or if 24 Herbs will permanently discontinue to source products for the supplier.
Before the Purchasing Manager can purchase products for the dispensary, the DoC will confirm
that products are compliant in form, dosage, packaging, and labeling, and will also confirm that
the distributor’s Delivery SOP is compliant with the regulations outlined by the Bureau and the
Departments (Any cannabis product brought into the facility as a delivery needs to be certified
with the Bureau and the Departments, and must possess a valid certificate of analysis).
24 Herbs will request all distributers provide a copy of their cannabis business-issued permit,
along with all orders, to ensure the permit is not expired. Verification of valid permits will be filed
in 24 Herbs’ external hard drive for safe, redundant, storage. The DoC will maintain record of all
supplier permits and expiration dates to ensure that 24 Herbs is in possession of up-to-date copies
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of all permitting and licensing information. The Purchasing Manager and DoC will re-evaluate
each supplier on an annual basis to ensure that vetted suppliers remain compliant with City and
State regulations and governing authorities; the quality, cleanliness, and safety standards
inherent to the mission of 24 Herbs are maintained; and to ensure that the supplier has not
experienced any recalls. The DoC will ensure 24 Herbs receives and maintains records of all test
results for offered products, prior to accepting delivery, as mandated by the Bureau and the
Departments. The DoC will also verify the test results of the delivered product’s labels are
consistent with the respective certificate of analysis.
All inventory will be procured, received, processed and stored in accordance with California Code
of Regulations Title 16 § 5422-5424. It will be 24 Herbs’ responsibility to be able to account for all
inventory. Inventory reconciliations will be conducted to ensure that 24 Herbs’ physical inventory
is consistent with the licensed retailer’s records pertaining to inventory. A record of the inventory
reconciliation will be available to the Bureau upon request. In accordance with Title 16 §5036, 24
Herbs shall notify the Bureau of any evidence of theft, diversion or loss. All of these measures will
be integrated to ensure 24 Herbs provides an uninterrupted supply of high-quality cannabis
products to its customers.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT
EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT
Quality of life serves as inspiration for the wealth of architectural beauty that makes up the city of
Pasadena. Colorful, vibrant, and diverse architecture are representative of the rich cultural history
of the area. With a long background in visual and performing arts, museums, art galleries, sports
venues, and historical estates, the passion with which Pasadenans live their lives is evident in
local design. 24 Herbs’ dispensary will embody the Pasadena spirit, embracing the existing
beauty.
Our prioritization of hiring local talent while sourcing local materials and equipment will ensure a
timely execution of the dispensary construction, minimizing impact on the local community. 24
Herbs will invest in state-of-the art supplies that are not only aesthetically pleasing but also
environmentally friendly and energy efficient. The business will utilize industry best practices to
ensuring it becomes a friendly and productive member of the Pasadena business community.
To further enhance the local charm and beauty, 24 Herbs’ dispensary plans to partner with local
architectural talent during the design and building process. Pasadena has a long history of visually
appealing construction that attracts internationally renowned architects to reside in the city. These
innovative designers will work collaboratively to create a visually appealing dispensary that will
meet Pasadena’s high standards that be consistent with local architectural tradition. Utilizing local
architectural and construction talent will minimize unforeseen setbacks and ensure the dispensary
is up and running in a timely manner.
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When selecting the construction team, 24 Herbs will establish a rigorous vetting process for
contractors, architects, and material and equipment suppliers. As residents of the area, the
construction team’s familiarity with local zoning regulations, the extent of their network, as well as
experience in working in the cannabis space will ensure timely and smooth building execution.
The site plan and building design will comply with the city’s land-use regulations and design
standards established in the Pasadena, California - Code of Ordinances, which will result in a
visually appealing aesthetic and positive economic impact on the community. 24 Herbs proposes
a design-build schedule that is both accurate and achievable. The use of a design/build contract
structure will abbreviate the construction timeline and help ensure a tightly managed jobsite.
In addition to sourcing local talent, 24 Herbs prioritizes the use of locally sourced, high-quality,
environmentally friendly materials. This will enhance the local economy, minimize material
transportation time and cost, and ensure that the dispensary utilizes materials approved for use
in Pasadena. Materials used will conform with Pasadena Zoning Ordinances and meet with
approval from all necessary parties. Materials 24 Herbs plans to incorporate into the design
include recycled steel, thermostat radiant barrier sheathing, plant-based polyurethane rigid foam,
cool roofing, structural insulated panels, recycled wood/plastic composite lumber, low-E windows,
vacuum insulation panels, spray-foam insulation, insulating concrete forms, and bamboo
plywood. Integration of these materials will reduce 24 Herbs’ carbon footprint while creating longterm economic value.
24 Herbs provided 3D renderings of the proposed design, which can be found on Picture Pages
1, 2 and 3. These concepts allow seamless modifications to compliment the surrounding
aesthetic.
Signage for the dispensary will adhere to Chapter 17.48.090 of the Pasadena Code of Ordinances
as well as the regulations outlined under Ordinance NO. 7326 - 5.78.170. No cannabis, cannabis
products or graphics depicting cannabis or cannabis products will be visible from the dispensary
exterior. No sign will obstruct any entrance or exit to the building or any window. Each entrance
will be have a clear and legible notice indicating that smoking, ingesting, or otherwise consuming
cannabis on the premises or in the areas adjacent to the business is prohibited. The dispensary
will not display directly illuminated signs, internally or externally, nor will it use banners, flags, or
other prohibited signs.
In accordance with Chapter 17.40.080 of the Pasadena Code of Ordinances, all exterior lighting
fixtures will use energy-efficient bulbs. All lights will be shielded or recessed to reduce glare,
reflection, and light pollution. Lights will face downward and away from adjoining properties and
public right-of-way areas. Light levels will measure 0 fc at all code-specified locations on the
property. The light temperature will be consistent with that of surrounding commercial lights. 24
Herbs will NOT use blinking or flashing lights or animated LED signage. Exterior lights will be on
during business hours. After-hour lighting will align with that of adjoining businesses and be in
accordance with local ordinances.
Exterior lighting fixtures will complement and enhance the local context. While adhering to all local
requirements, above all else, 24 Herbs ensures the dispensary will use lighting that increases the
safety of patients and employees.
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24 Herbs will maximize the use of natural lighting whenever possible. Energy-efficient low-E
windows will provide a natural source of light that enhances the overall aesthetics of the
dispensary while also increasing energy efficiency. Maximizing security and protecting patient
privacy is a priority. 24 Herbs will ensure that any sources of natural light do not provide sight
lines to private information and secure areas, including the dispensary floor.
The dispensary will occupy an area that allows sufficient, easily accessible off-street parking and
loading areas. 24 Herbs will clean and maintain these areas to provide customers with a
convenient and safe means to access the building. All spaces and loading areas will be clearly
marked, maintained, and remain available to customers. All parking and loading areas will comply
with Chapter 17.46 of the Pasadena Code of Ordinances. In addition to providing ample parking
for all vehicle types, 24 Herbs will also incorporate, where allowed, parking for bikes and other
alternative means of transportation. These encourage a healthy and environmentally friendly
alternative to motor vehicles.
Receiving daily product shipments requires sufficient room for large trucks and delivery vehicles.
Clearly marked access to the loading bay will be easy to navigate. 24 Herbs’ building will be in a
strategic location in an area that maximizes access to major roads and highways to ensure ease
of delivery. Maintaining an unhindered flow of traffic is crucial to the safe and efficient operation
of the dispensary.
24 Herbs adheres to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) to ensure the ability to provide
cannabis products to all who are in need. Many customers suffer from debilitating conditions that
limit mobility. In accordance with California Administrative Code [Title 24, Part 2, Chapters 2(71]
and California Vehicle Code [Section 22507.8], 24 Herbs will provide handicap parking at a
sufficient rate based on the total number of spaces available. The Applicant will provide additional
handicap parking if possible. Handicap-accessible doors and lavatories will be available to
customers in need.
Pasadena is home to some of the state’s most beautiful landscaping. 24 Herbs remains
committed to designing a visually appealing retail space, both inside and out. Landscaping serves
not only as a way of making the dispensary more visually appealing, but also contributes to public
health and safety by minimizing the impact of pollution, controlling erosion, preserving the integrity
of existing areas, and enhancing pedestrian and vehicular traffic and safety. 24 Herbs also
remains committed to ensuring that landscaping will be consistent with any applicable design
guidelines and that important resources are retained. All alterations to landscaping will be done
so in accordance with Chapter 17.44.070 of the Pasadena Code of Ordinances with proper
approval.
Trash receptacles, dumpsters, and ventilation ducts will remain hidden or screened. This will add
to the overall aesthetic of the area while also increasing the security of the dispensary by
minimizing access points. All ventilation will comply with Pasadena Ordinance 17.40.090 Performance Standards, more details regarding odor management and ventilation systems can
be found in SECTION 3: Air Quality/Odor Control of the application.
The same commitment to high quality design and materials incorporated into the exterior design
will also be found into the dispensary’s interior. Many customers will be visiting a cannabis
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dispensary for the first time, so it’s an unfamiliar experience for them. 24 Herbs will create a
comfortable and welcoming environment that will enhance their overall experience. Natural and
secondary light sources and clear, legible signage will be consistent throughout. Borrowing from
the designs of local and national upscale retail spaces, 24 Herbs’ branding, such as logo, and
color pallet will be tastefully incorporated in to the overall design. Digital displays and highdefinition televisions will display relevant customer information.
The dispensary entrance will clearly display hours of operation, which are limited to 7 a.m. to 10
p.m. Monday – Sunday. The entrance will have a strictly controlled buzz-in system to limit access.
Upon arrival, customers must show identification and proof that they are 21 years of age or older.
The 24 Herbs’ strategic goals and objectives ensure a timely and minimally disruptive execution
of construction. Implementing a vigorous vetting process will ensure a collaboration of talent,
integrity, and passion execution of plans. The Applicant will partner with a reputable team while
working in the highly regulated cannabis industry. Because of the multiple facets of the project,
strong communication aided by automated reporting systems will help reduce unforeseen
obstacles. 24 Herbs ensures all teams will be held accountable for their performance.
In summary, we will passionately strive to design and build a productive business that will service
and enhance the city of Pasadena, actively becoming a part of its rich and vibrant culture. Our
goal is to improve the quality of life for the people of this city and become a welcomed addition to
the local community.

DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION
The dispensary will compliment the beauty of Pasadena’s existing architecture. Colorful awnings,
vintage street lights and street trees add to the pedestrian experience. The city of Pasadena
incorporates a variety of southern influenced design styles including Rancho, Beaux-arts
Classicism, Spanish Revival, Victorian, Mission Revival and Craftsman. The utilization of these
styles at the dispensary will be integrated into the design concepts allowing the dispensary to
contribute positively to the surrounding context. Final design language will depend on the
prevailing style used in the immediate vicinity, but will generally conform to one of the following
types:
•
•
•
•

Rancho: Adobe walls, a V or T shaped floor plan.
Beaux-Arts Classicism: Sculptural decorations, modern lines, a flat roof, arched windows
and doors, and a hierarchy of spaces.
Spanish Revival: limited ornamentation, deep arches, whitewashed walls and recessed
voids..
Victorian: Detailing of textures, colors and patterns. Steeply pitched roof, a dominant frontfacing gable, and patterned shingles come together to form an asymmetrical façade with
a partial or full-width front porch.
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•
•

Mission Revival: Tile roofing, solar shielding of walls and interiors, an outdoor shaded area
and courtyard.
Craftsman: Efficient floor plans, natural building materials, horizontal shapes and built-in
cabinets and shelves characterize this style. It is a very common style of architecture found
throughout the Pasadena area to this day.

In maintaining Pasadena’s historical influence, a balance must be struck in providing a
foreseeable, efficient expansion process with the need to preserve and improve the city’s historic
architecture and unique place. The commercial zones that 24 Herbs is targeting serve as a bridge
between downtown Pasadena and the surrounding residential neighborhoods. 24 Herbs will work
to incorporate a design that aids in this transition.
24 Herbs anticipates establishing the dispensary in one of Pasadena’s popular strip malls or
shopping areas. Regardless of the location, significant investment will be made to ensure that the
dispensary fits seamlessly into the established urban fabric. Additions will be made to the front
and roof of the building, such as stucco finish, so as to enhance the overall aesthetic of the area
and fit into the context of local design.
All exterior design concepts will take into consideration the Master Plan for the city of Pasadena.
The dispensary will add to the pedestrian experience by integrating colorful designs, efficient but
subtle lighting and complementary landscaping, among other things. All design concepts will first
and foremost protect the health, safety, and welfare of the residents of the City of Pasadena. The
historical preservation of Pasadena has been a long-standing priority of the city. It is 24 Herbs’
goal to incorporate this rich history into the design so as to compliment the current aesthetic. See
Picture Pages 1, 2 and 3.
24 Herbs will use a pre-existing, permanent structure located in a commercial or industrial zone
(CO, CL, CG, CD, IG). The dispensary will be no closer than 600ft from residential zones and
sensitive uses, including K-12 schools, libraries, parks, substance abuse centers, etc. 24 Herbs
will choose a location that is more than 1,000ft. from other cannabis retailers and cultivators so
as to increase patient and customer access.
24 Herbs will establish a dispensary that improves upon the livability of the surrounding area. This
includes increasing the safety and security of the community. More details of 24 Herbs’ security
plan can be found in the application. All of the security features will be implemented in a way that
does not detract from or degrade the appearance of the dispensary and surrounding businesses.
The design features that are implemented in both the exterior and interior of the dispensary will
be mindful of the cross-section of diverse customers. Signage, language, and handicap
accommodations will be implemented to make the dispensary as accessible as possible. See
‘Picture Page 4 – Retail Area.’
We are sensitive to Pasadena’s exemplary community and culture. It is important that the
dispensary receive the support of the local community. Inspired by high-end retail shops such as
Apple and Nike, the dispensary will be a far departure from the stereotypical head and pot shops
of years ago.
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24 Herbs is dedicated to preserving the classic beauty of Pasadena. As a gesture of commitment
to Pasadena’s historic architecture, a portion of the dispensary’s annual revenue will be donated
to Pasadena Heritage. Pasadena Heritage is a non-profit organization dedicated to identifying,
preserving and protecting the historic, architectural, and cultural resources of the City of
Pasadena through advocacy and education. This commitment to Pasadena Heritage will support
the maintenance of its historic charm. 24 Herbs’ investment in industry leading design will make
the dispensary a welcomed addition to a city that embraces growth and tradition.

INTEGRATION OF SECURITY MEASURES
The safety, privacy, and security of our customers, employees, and products are of the utmost
importance to 24 Herbs, while maintaining the architectural integrity of Pasadena is the focus of
our dispensary design. With this in mind, 24 Herbs has engaged with Boschen Technologies.
Boschen has a proven history of success in safeguarding high value assets, specifically those of
the cannabis industry. With extensive experience in delivering top-tier results ahead of schedule,
Boschen is the clear choice for cannabis security & surveillance design and installation. They will
provide 24 Herbs with a customized security plan that is optimized for both functionality and
concealability. While keeping our security system discrete is essential in preserving the context
of the local architecture, signage will be posted to notify the public to the presence of our active
security system. This will help prevent diversion and other potential misconducts.
Section 4 below provides a detailed overview of our security measures. Systems and features
integrated into our design include: a robust alarm system; low profile RF type keypads; concealed
secure access panels; over-head motion detectors in every room; flush mounted door/window
contacts; wall blended sirens; under counter quick access panic buttons; low profile dome IR
day/night cameras; recording systems with motion triggered recording; fire protection and
prevention devices; uninterrupted power supply (UPS) – backup power supplies; and a digital
record keeping system with multiple redundancies.
A total of 8 exterior security cameras and 46 interior security cameras will be strategically placed
throughout our design. Video cameras will be mounted at a height that maximizes field of view
and masked with discrete, low-profile camera housings that can be painted to match walls or
ceilings. Copper and fiber optic cabling will be managed and stored so as to be invisible to the
public. See ‘Picture Page 5/25 – Exterior Camera Plan’ and ‘Picture Page 6/25 – Security Plan.
A remote status alert and management system will be included in our build. Alarm systems are
effective in deterring an initial threat as well as warning those close by, however sirens and bright,
blinking lights can be a disturbance to the surrounding areas. Remote status alert and
management systems will notify the proper authorities while allowing those with administrative
access to take the necessary measure to react to the threat while also minimizing the local
disturbances.
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The vault and other secure and limited access areas will not be visible to customers, nor will there
be windows or doors that provide a sight line into these secure areas. The loading bay and
associated security fences will match the design and context of the building, while being clearly
labeled.
The design of 24 Herbs landscaping will not hinder its technological utilization, i.e. camera views
or reduced artificial lighting. This will include maintaining trees and shrubs, opening lines of sight
around pedestrian paths and entrances as well as utilizing ornamental shrubbery to conceal
security measures when possible.
These features and more will be seamlessly integrated into the design concepts explained under
Exterior Design Concepts and Design Concept Integration of this application. High quality
materials will be used to blend security features into the surrounding architecture. The
professional installation of all of security features will be done so as to minimize public observation
and annoyance. 24 Herbs’ security partners are experienced in integrating complex security
features in a minimal amount of time. All security features will be implemented in accordance with
Pasadena, California - Code of Ordinances Title 14. Prior to opening our doors, a thorough testing
of all of 24 Herb’s security features will be conducted to ensure public and product safety.
Maintaining the architectural integrity of Pasadena is the focus of 24 Herbs’ dispensary design.
This includes the implementation of all security features. The quality and placement of security
technology will be critical in detecting, preventing, and investigating marijuana diversion, both
from the public as well as from internal threats. The aim is to make the system not be overly
present or noticeable for public and customer interactions, while retaining an active and robust
security component. Above all else, systems will be designed to be safe and functional.

AIR QUALITY / ODOR CONTROL
24 Herbs engages and communicates with its neighbors to make them aware of the steps taken
to eliminate cannabis-caused odor. 24 Herbs takes extensive steps to ensure that there is no
cannabis smell associated with its operations outside the retailer premises. However, 24 Herbs’
Executive Team is available to discuss potential concerns/complaints and future issues in order
to ensure the needs of the local community are met. The PIC monitors and records daily outdoor
odor levels using an electronic nose device in multiple locations around the property, in order to
ensure no odor escapes from the facility.
24 Herbs works with city and state inspectors to ensure its compliance with all rules and
regulations pertaining to odor. Should an odor issue arise, 24 Herbs takes all necessary steps to
correct the issue in a timely manner and to maintain good standing with its neighbors and
respective authorities. In such cases, 24 Herbs will document incidents and complaints within
incident reports, as instructed by the Incident Report Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). 24
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Herbs has taken an integrated and systems-based approach to eliminating the odor produced by
the facility, as well as eliminating any unavoidable odor produced throughout operations.
Odor-elimination systems and equipment have been engineered into 24 Herbs’ design as part of
its construction plan, and operational procedures include odor-elimination measures. Because
the retail area and the storage area retain and handle large amounts of cannabis and cannabis
products, 24 Herbs has made the HVAC and air sanitization systems a top priority for these areas.
The HVAC system will be able to prevent internal odor from being emitted externally and will
create a negative air pressure between 24 Herbs’ interior and its exterior.
24 Herbs eliminates nuisance odor associated with a cannabis retailer through the following
controls: All exhausted air filters through activated carbon filters, which remove odor. Routine use
of hospital-grade chlorine dioxide (ClO2) gas deodorizer and sanitizer throughout the premises
reduces odor buildup. 24 Herbs practices administrative controls through certain procedural
activities. 24 Herbs isolates odor-emitting activities by keeping all doors closed and by having
proper and effective odor elimination equipment. Each day, the PIC uses an electronic nose
device to evaluate and record on-site odor and the potential release of cannabis-related odor. All
staff take a required 90-minute, in-person training course, highlighting the importance of closing
doors and ensuring exhaust and filtration systems are running as required.
NBC has designed the facility in a manner in which the retail and storage areas are separated
from non-odorous areas of the facility. Exhaust systems are designed to be routed through the
odor elimination systems. Carbon filters scrub polluted air and exhaust clean air. Carbon filters
are replaced monthly.
24 Herbs keeps records of all odor-elimination purchases, including carbon filters and odorneutralizing products. 24 Herbs documents all routine/scheduled cleaning/maintenance of all
odor-elimination equipment/machinery.
24 Herbs routinely deploys hospital-grade sanitizers and deodorizers. 24 Herbs uses precisely
measured concentrations of ClO2 gas delivered in both a liquid and slow-release packet form. The
sanitizer and deodorizer neutralize odor in the atmosphere on an ongoing basis. All floor and hard
surfaces are washed with 100 ppm ClO2 liquid each week. Extended-release packets of ClO2 gas
are replaced monthly.
24 Herbs’ odor control plan is consistent with accepted and available industry-specific best control
technologies designed to effectively eliminate odor. A certified industrial hygienist reviewed and
approved this plan as sufficient to effectively eliminate odor. Equipment also received approval
and is deemed to be capable of sufficiently and effectively eliminating odor from all odor sources.
An activated carbon filter scrubs the air throughout the facility on a constant basis, filtering odor
and releasing clean, odor-free air to eliminate detectable odor. The systems manager replaces
carbon filters each month.
ProKure V is an EPA-registered, liquid deodorizer/disinfectant/fungicide formulated for hospital
use that ships dry in formula packets. Inside the formula packets are water-activated white
pouches that create a versatile ClO2 cleansing liquid for spraying, wiping, or mopping on all hard,
non-porous surfaces. The liquid spray leaves no harmful residue and is suitable for water and
smoke damage restoration, sewer backup, river flooding, and trauma-scene decontamination.
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The ProKure D Extended Release Gas product line emits very low levels of ClO2 gas vapor via
a humidity-activated delivery system. The trace levels of ClO2 released provide odor control and
ongoing protection for up to 30 days. ProKure D gas vapors can have an effect within cracks and
crevices that other liquid applications cannot.
NBC has experience designing and installing air-quality and odor-elimination systems in retail
facilities and cultivation, manufacturing, and distribution facilities nationwide. All of which required
additional protection to prevent odor leakage into their buildings (external), as well as increased
air-quality measures within their facilities. Each retail facility met all rules and regulations required
to operate in each location.
NBC’s successful systems have effectively served the odor-elimination needs for Herban
Legends of Towson, a medicinal-use retailer located in Towson, Maryland; The Kind Castle, an
adult-use retailer in Parachute, Colorado; and Best Day Ever, an adult-use retailer in Aspen,
Colorado. NBC is also commissioned to execute its odor elimination plan for retail facilities in
Arkansas and Ohio later this year, for retailers that previously commissioned NBC to submit
applications for them to win licenses to dispense (both of which were successful).
If for any reason the methods described above are inadequate to fully eliminate odor, 24 Herbs
will utilize Fogco. Fogco is a leader in the odor-control industry having operated since 1989. Fogco
utilizes high-pressure fog-mist technology as a proven, effective method for resolving a multitude
of odor issues, including those associated with cannabis.
Fogco specializes in odor containment for industries with the toughest odor challenges and the
most stringent regulatory requirements. The high-pressure fog systems have undergone
independent testing and evaluation and are proven to eliminate odor associated with solid waste
treatment facilities, waste-transfer stations, microbial decomposition of animal waste, and
cannabis cultivation.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN
SECURITY EXPERIENCE
The Applicant went to great effort to identify and obtain the services of a security company with
previous armed services experience to help bring structure, discipline, and safety to the cannabis
industry. The Applicant’s security needs were met by General Cannabis Corporation, dba Iron
Protection Group (IPG), a Denver, Colorado-based cannabis-focused security company that has
provided onsite security, transportation, and armed guard services within the regulated marijuana
industry since 2013.
Co-Founder and Managing Director of Iron Protection Group Hunter Garth brings a wealth of
experience to cannabis-specific security. Iron Protection Group now protects over 30 marijuanarelated businesses, with nearly 100 armed guards in the field each day protecting facilities
(cultivation, processing, and dispensaries) in multiple states. Many Iron Protection Group
managers and operators gained their experience and knowledge from past law enforcement and
64% with military endeavors that include U.S. combat deployment in Iraq and Afghanistan. Garth
developed company-specific security and delivery plans for The Applicant and provides the
management team with security consulting and training.
Although based in Colorado, IPG maintains a strong presence in California, with offices in both
Sacramento and Los Angeles. Examples of IPG security focuses include: maintaining a supply of
only so much cannabis and/or cannabis product as is necessary for efficient operations (avoiding
excess inventory); keeping a daily log of employees with access to the safes, vaults, delivery
vehicles/equipment, and access codes; minimizing the number of employees with access to
restricted areas where cannabis and/or cannabis product is kept; developing a policy setting the
maximum capacity and patient flow for waiting rooms, retailer department and customer care
areas; keeping locks and all security equipment in good working order via proper inspection;
testing and logging on a regular basis; preventing individuals from remaining on the premises if
they are not engaged in authorized activity; preventing loitering inside and outside the facility;
properly maintaining use and training regarding panic buttons, hold up alarms and alarms; and
properly disposing of cannabis and/or cannabis product waste. Emergency evacuation situations,
such as an armed robbery, burglary, fire, gas leak, or natural disaster are covered within the
Security SOP as well as procedures for medical emergencies.
IPG has partnered with Boschen Technologies, a Boulder, Colorado-based video-surveillance
company that specializes in audio and video systems for cannabis-specific companies. Boschen
crafted a thorough security and surveillance plan for Iron Protection Group to effectively monitor
all of 24 Herbs’ operations. Chris Leonard, owner of Boschen Technologies Inc., first received his
certification in the design and installation of commercial alarm systems by the United States
Department of Criminal Justice Services in 2004. Since then, he earned additional security
certifications from Honeywell, GE, and DSC, and attended industry trainings for Hikvision,
Indigovision, and Speco Technologies.
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In 2006, Chris founded Boschen Technologies, providing security and audio-visual services to
businesses in Colorado. Within a year, Boschen Technology was creating security designs for
clients working in the medical cannabis industry under Colorado Amendment 20. When
Amendment 64 passed in 2013, legalizing recreational marijuana, Boschen had already been
working in the cannabis space for five years. Since then, Boschen has created hundreds of
designs and systems for cannabis consulting companies, individual businesses, and architectural
firms in more than a dozen states. More recently, the company expanded its services to include
full architectural designs, but its primary focus remains developing the internal systems and
infrastructure that meets the needs of successful cannabis companies and keeps their facilities
secure.
Boschen’s impressive catalog of work within the cannabis industry and the video surveillance
security measures it developed specifically for The Applicant provide Hunter Garth and the IPG
security team with a vital component for its robust security, plans, practices, and protocol. The
vast amount of security experience of both the IPG and Boschen teams puts The Applicant on
firm ground with regard to protecting and monitoring 24 Herbs’ assets. The Applicant will
coordinate with Boschen to schedule and conduct an initial in-depth training with IPG and 24
Herbs managerial staff on security & surveillance system best practices and will conduct bi-annual
equipment maintenance checks to ensure all systems are in proper working order.
IPG and Next Big Crop (NBC) combined their dispensary experience to create 24 Herb’s delivery
standards for customers and patients. IPG brings many years of experience in transporting
product and cash to and from facilities within multiple regulated States. NBC has helped open a
dispensary in Towson, MD which offers delivery to patients. With the help of IPG and NBC, 24
Herbs will hire employees that have strong decision-making abilities, which are tested during the
interviewing process. The security manager will ensure that delivery personnel are qualified
before hiring them, testing their ability to adapt to a variety of situations and evaluating the delivery
personnel’s driving abilities.
The 24 Herbs assistant manager will spearhead delivery service operations. Dispensary
management will only allow delivery of cannabis and/or cannabis product(s) by its own delivery
drivers. All delivery drivers and anyone accompanying the driver must have a valid driver’s
license, be 21 years of age or older and have an excellent driving record. 24 Herbs will maintain
an accurate list of all delivery employees.
All deliveries of cannabis goods will be made in person, with the delivery employee locking and
leaving the vehicle to deliver the cannabis and/or cannabis product(s). 24 Herbs has worked with
IPG to develop a training curriculum geared towards product deliveries. Delivery best practices
focus on ordering, customer or patient home and credential verification, recordkeeping, insurance
requirements, delivery driver & vehicle procedures, order procedures, patient/customer delivery
procedures, transport manifest procedures, security, diversion and theft prevention, and
emergency situation procedures.
Delivery personnel will wear plain clothes with no logos or illustrations in order to stay discreet.
While carrying cannabis and cannabis products for delivery, delivery personnel will ensure the
products are not visible to the public and are locked within one of the lockable storage containers
affixed to the delivery vehicle. All vehicles will be unmarked, without signage on the exterior to
identify its use for cannabis delivery. The transport vehicles will include a secure form of
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communication so the delivery drivers can contact the dispensary, roadside assistance, and law
enforcement through the 911 emergency system.
Each vehicle used for the delivery of cannabis goods will operate equipped with a dedicated global
positioning system (GPS) device to identify the geographic location of the vehicle. 24 Herbs owns
each dedicated GPS device, and its use will only occur during deliveries. 24 Herbs will be able to
identify the geographic location of all delivery vehicles at all times while they are making deliveries
and will provide that information to the board upon request.
The transportation vehicles will be equipped with front- and rear-mounted dashboard cameras
with audiovisual capabilities. Recordings from the dashboard cameras will have date and time
stamps and be downloaded from the camera at the end of each day’s deliveries. 24 Herbs will
maintain these recordings for a minimum of 30 days. Dispensary management will archive
remarkable events for four years. While making deliveries, delivery employees will travel only
from the dispensary to the delivery address; from one delivery address to another delivery
address; or from a delivery address back to the retailer’s licensed premises.
Before transferring a package to a patient or customer, transportation personnel will verify the
identity and authorization card of the qualifying patient or customer to verify the person accepting
delivery is the same person who placed the order (all patients and customers will be required to
physically come into the facility to register before they can utilize 24 Herbs delivery services). The
delivery employee will also verify the patient or customer’s identification and/or physician
recommendation. Once the patient or customer has been verified, the delivery driver will notify
the patient or customer verbally of the following: Use of cannabis shall be limited to the patient
identified on a valid doctor's recommendation or a qualified purchaser identified on a state-issued
form of identification; and Forgery of medical documents is a felony crime.
Then the patient or customer who placed the order may verify the contents of the shipping
container. If the contents of the shipping container match the manifest, the patient or customer
will sign one of the manifests and keep the other. Only the qualified patient or customer who
placed the order may sign the manifest to confirm receipt of the cannabis and/or cannabis product.
Delivery employees will not accept cash payment. All patient and customer payment must be
made electronically with a credit or debit card and processed before filling the order, and the
patients and customers will sign a receipt upon delivery. If a delivery is unsuccessful, 24 Herbs
will reverse the payment. Requiring prepayment and removing cash from the delivery process will
discourage theft, robberies, and other criminal schemes.
24 Herbs will prepare a delivery manifest for each delivery of cannabis and/or cannabis
product(s). At the time of the delivery, the delivery personnel will provide the customer who placed
the order with a copy of the delivery request receipt. The delivery employee will retain a signed
copy of the delivery request receipt for 24 Herb’s records.
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BACKGROUND CHECKS
Pursuant to 5.8.170(J) of Title 5, 24 Herbs ensures every person listed as an owner, manager,
supervisor, employee, or volunteer of the retail facility submits fingerprints and other information
deemed necessary by the police chief or his/her designee for a background check to be conducted
by the City of Pasadena’s Police Department. 24 Herbs follows a defined internal hiring process
consisting of an initial interview with prospective employees; a complete DMV, FBI, and BCI
background check; a thorough reference check from the candidates’ previous three employers; a
credit check; and verification with the state and federal taxing authorities to ensure there are no
outstanding delinquencies. The prospective employee then undergoes a second interview.
The first interview determines whether the interviewee qualifies for employment and assesses the
interviewee’s qualifications for the position. The candidate then is subject to the aforementioned
background checks. The background checks determine whether the candidate has any
convictions or arrests or has shown any evidence of crimes of moral turpitude that suggest the
candidate may not be of good moral character. 24 Herbs ensures that hiring protocol includes
contacting at least three references from the prospective employees’ past supervisors or
employers to gather details about the prospective employees’ previous work status. 24 Herbs
covers all costs associated with background investigations. The second interview assesses the
candidates’ ability to interact with others and their comprehension of operational procedures.

EMPLOYEE SAFETY EDUCATION
24 Herbs has been advised by Next Big Crop (NBC) and Iron Protection Group (IPG) about
policies and procedures related to safety training and education for its employees. NBC has
extensive experience managing, operating, and advising licensed retail, cultivation,
manufacturing and distribution facilities throughout the United States, and has experience
complying with a variety of state security, surveillance, inventory control, and diversion prevention
regulations. IPG is a Denver-based cannabis-focused security company that currently protects
dozens of cannabis facilities throughout Colorado and California with nearly 100-armed security
guards (64% are U.S. veterans) in the field. Hunter Garth is the Managing Director of IPG and
serves on 24 Herbs’ advisory board as the Security Specialist. Hunter Garth will provide on-site
security and diversion-prevention training to 24 Herbs’ Person in Charge (PIC) and employees
prior to the commencement of operations, and quarterly thereafter to ensure best practices and
employee safety is met. IPG will assist 24 Herbs in hiring qualified and skilled security officers for
their retail facility that are licensed by the State of California Bureau of Security and Investigative
Services. Once security officers are under contract, they will go through a series of classroomand field-training courses before they work at the retail facility.
In-class training will include: (1) Introduction to Basic Training, Role of an Operator; (2) Ethics &
Professionalism; (3) Scope of Work; (4) Uniform Standards; (5) Operator Applications; (6) Incident
Reporting, Behavioral Analysis; (7) Special Populations Encounters; (8) Pistol Marksmanship; (9)
Use of Force; (10) Preserving a Crime Scene; (11) Basic First Aid; (12) CA State & City of
Pasadena Security Regulations; (13) ID Checks; and (14) Operators Pledge.
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Field training, or “Pistol Range Training,” will include: (1) State and Local Laws, Code and
Ordinances Related to Weapons and Use of Force; (2) Handgun Safety, Nomenclature,
Operation, and Maintenance; (3) Weapons Handling; (4) Marksmanship Fundamentals; and (5)
Range Instruction, Qualification, and Examination.
IPG and NBC will provide on-site security, diversion prevention training, and training regarding 24
Herbs’ security SOPs to the PIC and employees prior to operations and will provide additional
supplemental training quarterly.
In-class training for employees will include: (1) Emergency Evacuation Situations, such as Armed
Robbery, Burglary, Fire, Gas Leak, or Natural Disaster; (2) Medical Emergency Procedures; (3)
Properly Maintaining and Using the Security/Surveillance System Panic Buttons, Duress Alarms,
Fire Alarms, Carbon Monoxide Alarms, and Fire Extinguishers; (4) Properly Disposing of
Cannabis and/or Cannabis-Product Waste; and (5) Violence and Weapons in the Workplace.
IPG, NBC, and 24 Herbs ensure that the execution and completion of quarterly emergency
evacuation practice drills occur in addition to the classroom trainings. The Emergency
Preparedness Committee (EPC) will define the agenda of the mock emergency evacuation drills
during quarterly safety meetings and will identify a common scenario (emergency evacuation or
medical emergency) in which employee and/or consumer safety could be at risk.
The EPC will consist of Designated Evacuation Stewards (Per OSHA 1910.38(a)(5)(i): 1 steward
per 20 employees). The PIC, Director of Compliance, and security personnel will act as the
Designated Evacuation Stewards (DES). In the event of an emergency, it is the responsibility of
the DES to oversee the evacuation or emergency situation and ensure all employees react
according to the established policies and procedures and exit the retail facility to Safe Zone 1 (at
least 100 feet away from the retail facility, but may be extended, depending on the severity of the
hazard) or Safe Zone 2 (at least 250 feet away from the retail facility). 24 Herbs, IPG, and NBC
will provide direct feedback to all employees regarding the overall performance of the drill and will
identify strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for improvement. A recording of quarterly
employee-training seminars and safety meetings will be made available to the Bureau and the
Departments upon request. Through community engagement, 24 Herbs will coordinate with local
agencies, such as the Pasadena Police Department, Fire Department, and emergency
responders, and encourage them to participate in the emergency evacuation practice drills.

EMPLOYEE THEFT REDUCTION MEASURES
24 Herbs developed Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to prevent diversion and theft of
cannabis products. 24 Herbs will also comply with all regulations relating to the prevention of theft
and diversion, including keeping records of employees with access to the safes, vaults, and
access codes; minimizing the number of employees who can enter limited-access areas where
cannabis is kept; developing a policy setting the maximum capacity and customer occupancy for
waiting rooms and the retail areas; and keeping locks and all security equipment in good working
order via regular, proper inspections.
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24 Herbs takes steps to prevent individuals from remaining on the premises if they are not
engaged in legitimate activity; to prevent loitering inside and outside the facility; to properly
maintain use and training regarding panic buttons, hold-up alarms, and motion-detection alarms;
and to properly dispose of cannabis and cannabis waste.
24 Herbs focuses on preventing diversion at three levels: employee hiring and management
practices; tracking of inventory through use of the track-and-trace system (TTS), the point of sale
(POS) inventory-control system; and from surveillance and security practices. 24 Herbs created
an application process to identify suitable candidates for employment, as described in the
operations manual. General guidelines for employment are kept to the highest standard to ensure
a culture that promotes enthusiasm for the industry and passion for responsibly that satisfies
customer needs. 24 Herbs follows a defined hiring process consisting of an initial interview with
a prospective employee, a complete background check, a thorough reference check from the
candidate’s previous three employers, a credit check and verification with the state and federal
taxing authorities to ensure there are no outstanding delinquencies, and a second interview.
To prevent diversion, employees receive training to use the TTS and the POS system to ensure
compliant tracking of 24 Herbs’ inventory and operations. Proper and thorough training on
software allows 24 Herbs to track all cannabis inventory and sales activity by weight, type, batch
number, and location. The Director of Compliance (DoC) is responsible for monitoring employee
use of the TTS and the POS. The PIC ensures proper tracking of each receipt, verification, and
transfer of products from the floor to the product-storage area, both physically and electronically.
The POS system ensures that employees can only sell products after their proper transfer to the
floor.
The PIC will audit the inventory at the beginning and end of each day through the steps outlined
in the Inventory Audit SOPs. All employees will sign an acknowledgement of liability that outlines
penalties and establishes the employee’s knowledge that they could be subject to termination and
prosecution for diversion should they fraudulently alter any information in the TTS or POS or
attempt to divert any cannabis and/or cannabis products. 24 Herbs created a Waste Removal and
Disposal SOP for cannabis products. The tracking of all cannabis waste will occur as written in
the SOP, and all appropriate waste information will be recorded in the TTS and the POS. The
SOP ensures cannabis waste will be, quarantined, rendered unusable and unrecognizable, and
destroyed according to 8.11.070 of Title 8 and the regulations set forth by the Bureau and the
Departments.
Security Personnel will be present for 16 hours each day and will monitor all employee activity,
customer activity, the security and surveillance system, and deliveries of cannabis and noncannabis products. The security systems company will install a security and surveillance system
that includes a perimeter alarm, motion detectors, and surveillance cameras that are capable of
filming in darkness. There will be 24-hour surveillance of all areas of the facility premises. The
surveillance system has the ability to immediately produce clear, color, still photos, with the date
and time-stamp embedded on all recordings, and with the ability to remain operational during a
power outage. 24 Herbs will schedule monthly maintenance checks on all security and
surveillance systems. The surveillance system plays a vital role in a theft or diversion
investigation.
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24 Herbs will allow visitors into limited-access areas of the retail facility only after each of them
logs into the visitor log and receives a visitor badge. Badged visitors will enter the facility through
the security vestibule. A Security Personnel will escort all visitors for the duration of their visit. 24
Herbs worked collaboratively with the Next Big Crop (NBC) cannabis-consulting group to develop
a Quarantine and Recall SOP, a Diversion Prevention SOP, an Incident Report SOP, and a
Disciplinary Action SOP, to provide procedures for identifying, recording, and reporting diversion,
theft, or loss.
A report is created and sent to the Bureau, the Departments, and the City Manager within 24
hours in the event of any diversion, theft, or loss (including loss of records). Investigations into
discrepancies include questioning employees and reviewing digital and physical inventory audits,
surveillance camera footage, door key fob access logs, and witness reports.
24 Herbs will work with employees, Pasadena authorities, the Bureau, and the Departments to
review and make operational and/or design improvements in order to achieve appropriate storage
and security requirements for cannabis. Upon the completion of an investigation, 24 Herbs’ SOPs
will receive updates, when deemed necessary, to account for the cause of a discrepancy. A final
investigation report that describes amended processes, procedures, and operational
documentation, will be sent to the city manager, the Bureau, and the Departments. 24 Herbs
intends to comply with all regulations set forth by the city and state authorities and will always
offer full transparency regarding every policy and procedure. SOPs are readily available to the
Bureau and Departments upon request.

CASH MANAGEMENT PLAN
Sales associates verbally walk all customers through their respective sales transactions. Sales
associates provide product information, product pricing, and tax information in a clear, cordial,
and organized manner in so that each customer understands how much they are paying, how
much cash they are supposed to provide, and how much change they will receive along with their
purchase.
Sales Associates clearly communicate the exact price of the total transaction to the customer at
the close of the transaction and verbally and physically count the cash the customer hands them
directly in front of the customer, clearly verbalizing to the customer the amount of cash given to
the Sales Associate without allowing the cash to leave the customer’s sight. If the customer
believes to have given the Sales Associate more money than the Sales Associate communicated
when it was handed over, the Sales Associate will count the cash again in front of the customer.
This ensures the customer understands the accurate amount of cash given. Once the Sales
Associate physically puts the cash they received from the customer into the till, they will then
retrieve the customer’s change from the till. The Point of Sale System (POS) will calculate the
amount of change the customer should receive. Sales associates are not obligated to calculate
the exact amount of change given but should remain aware of easy math (rounding numbers) to
catch possible mistakes.
Once the Sales Associate gathers the correct amount of change from the till, they will
communicate the following message to the customer: “Out of (the amount of cash the customer
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gave to the Sales Associate), your purchase of (the total amount 24 Herbs charges for the
transaction) leaves you a total of (count down the change) in change.” To “count down” the change
once the Sales Associate has verbalized the total amount of the transaction, the Sales Associate
can hand the customer their coin change (pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters), while they verbally
count the coins handed back to the customer, which will lead to the rounded ones unit in the Sales
REDACTED
Associate’s verbal count (i.e., if the customer gave
cash for a purchase that was
0 the
REDACTED
REDACTED
Sales Associate would hand the customer
while saying, “
change brings
your change to the REDACTED you used to pay”). This allows the Sales Associate to quickly and
easily count the rest of the bills that make up the change the customer receives, and for the
customer to easily verify they were given the correct amount of change.
REDACTED

Sales Associates require additional change for their tills throughout the day when bills in the form
of ones, fives, and tens or coins in the form of pennies, dimes, nickels, or quarters are close to
depleted from their respective till. Sales Associates will remove a bill from their drawer to give to
a manager in order to make change and replenish their till with small bills and coin change.
Management are the only employees permitted in the safe. The manager takes out requested
change in bill form, such as
REDACTED , and replaces the exact amount with a larger
bill (either a REDACTED bill) that was given to the manager by any Sales Associate that
required change. If a Sales Associate requires change, they must ask a manager to retrieve the
change.
Each register within the POS system checkout area will contain a stocked till for each Sales
Associate working the sales counter. Sales associates will store the cash they receive from
customers during each sales transaction in their assigned till. At the start of each business day,
Sales Associates will have an assigned till and a corresponding register/work station. The
managerREDACTED
will issue a till to a Sales Associate once they are ready to begin their shift. Each till will
contain
at the beginning of each business day. The manager will monitor the Sales
Associate and ensure that the Sales Associate is signed into the POS system; signed into the
correct till/cashier station within the POS system (the POS system additionally safeguards
operations by ensuring that when a Sales Associate logs into a till/cashier station, that physical
till/cashier station will report sales to the correct cash drawer).
When opening a closed cash drawer to begin or resume work, the Sales Associate clicks
“Drawers” on the left column in the POS system, highlights the appropriate cash drawer into which
they were assigned and clicks “Count & Open.”
The Sales Associates counts out all coins and bills individually and enters the quantities for all
monetary denominations. Once a Sales Associate confirms the drawer contains $200, they find
the manager to confirm the cash drawer is accurate. If there’s a monetary discrepancy, Sales
Associates make the manager aware of the situation immediately. Once the manager verifies the
cash drawer, the Sales Associate clicks “Open Cash Drawer.” Sales associates assigned to tills
cannot leave their tills without locking their cash drawer and ensuring they signed out of the POS
system. Sales Associates should communicate with another Sales Associate working in the POS
system checkout area or with a manager when leaving their register/work station. If Sales
Associates leave their cash drawer unlocked and don’t sign out of the POS system, they are
subject to disciplinary action according to the Disciplinary Action SOP.
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REDACTED

Once a Sales Associate’s shift is over (or if the Sales Associate’s till exceeds
), the Sales
Associate obtains a white mailing envelope and labels it with the date, their full name, cash
drawer, drop status (e.g. first drop, second drop, final drop), and the total drop amount on the
envelope, and verifies the total drop amount in the POS system for their respective cash drawer
(drop amount = total daily revenue). The Sales Associate physically counts out the total drop
amount, ensuring that the total drop amount is accurate. Once verifying the total drop amount,
the Sales Associate will place the cash into the envelope and bring the drop envelope to the
manager.
The manager conducts a verification of the total drop amount through the POS system and
physically counts the drop to ensure the totals match. Once the manager verifies the drop, they
will place the envelope in the top portion of the cash safe. Sales Associates aren’t dismissed from
their shifts until the manager verifies their drops and cash drawers.
Once the manager verifies the drop, the Sales Associate
will close out their cash drawer and
REDACTED
ensure all counted dollar bills and coins add up to
. The Sales Associate clicks the
“Drop/Payout Tab,” enters the total drop amount, enters the employee pin, and documents the
reason for the drop under “Reason.” Sales Associates physically open their cash drawer and
count out all coins and bills individually and enter the quantities
for all monetary denominations.
REDACTED
Once the Sales Associate confirms the drawer contains
, they find the manager before
officially closing out their drawer.
If there is a monetary discrepancy, Sales Associates make the manager aware of the situation
immediately. Once the manager verifies the cash drawer, the Sales Associate clicks “Close Cash
Drawer.” A Sales Associate is prohibited from continuing a shift or leaving their shift until they
completely
close out their register and verify with the manager that their drawer wasn’t over/under
REDACTED
.
At the close of business day, the manager prints out the end of Day Sales Report in POS and
compares the physical revenue from the business day to the digital total on the End-of-Day Sales
Report. The manager will look for discrepancies between the physical and digital total. If the total
amount is over or under by any dollar amount, the manager must investigate what occurred to
cause the discrepancy. The manager will compare the cash in the till to the amount of cash the
POS system reported for cash sales. If these amounts are inconsistent, the manager will start an
investigation and view each of the Sales Associate’s transactions for the entire day and access
security footage if necessary.
Once the manager discovers the reason the till is off, they will discuss the situation and current
findings of the discrepancy investigation with the Sales Associate(s) involved. Any relevant
surveillance footage will be recorded and shown to the appropriate Sales Associate(s) for
coaching and/or proof. The manager documents what happened via an incident report. The Sales
Associate receives a verbal warning for a first-time offense. The Director of Compliance (DoC)
will notify the City Manager, the Bureau and the Departments of the discrepancy. If the till is found
to be over, it means a customer overpaid. The manager will contact the customer that overpaid
and will reimburse the money owed.
The cash safe is where cash and tills are stored and organized. Following review of the End of
Day Report, ensuring all cash drops add up to the total daily revenue amount, all cash drawers
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and their respective tills will be placed in the cash safe. The manager gathers and organizes all
REDACTED bills and coins in petty cash bags and stores them in the top portion of the cash
safe. This back stock of REDACTED bills and coins taken from the daily drops that will help to
replenish employee tills when they are out of small bills, which is frequently necessary to make
change. After counting all petty cash, the manager inputs all monetary values (quantity of bills
and coins) to the Deposits and Payments Excel Spreadsheet.
Managers make deposits and get change via a DoC approved bank through the use of armored
vehicle delivery and pick-ups. 24 Herbs has letters of intention that describe that 24 Herbs will
engage with several credit unions in the state that provide service to cannabis businesses until
24 Herbs can gain access to FDIC-insured banks. Delivery procedures for cash deposits are the
same as the procedures utilized for completing cannabis and cannabis product deliveries. These
procedures include utilizing Security Personnel to facilitate cash transports with an accompanying
manifest created by 24 Herbs’ PIC.
24 Herbs has described within its Security Standard Operating Procedure (SOPs) the steps
necessary for the safe pick-up of cash revenue and drop off of coins and small bills used for
change, which will be performed by an armored truck service. This armored vehicle transport
service will be provided by Pacific Expeditors.

PRODUCT ACCESS PROTOCOLS
24 Herbs will use nonresidential locks on all points of entry and exit of the facility. All areas beyond
the sales floor within the retail areas are limited-access areas and accessible only to badged
individuals or contracted employees who adhere to the visitation procedures described in the
Visitor Log SOP. The limited-access area includes: The area behind the Point of Sale (POS)
counter within the retail areas, the security vestibule used for deliveries, the product
intake/checkout room, the vault rooms, employee bathroom, the employee lounge, the office, the
IT/Security storage room, and the storage room. As per 24 Herbs’ standard operating procedures
(SOPs), each door to the limited-access area will be accessible only with key fob access.
Distribution and management of key fobs corresponds to procedures defined in the Key Control
SOP. The limited-access area remains securely locked using commercial-grade, nonresidential
door locks.
The product intake/checkout room is where all product intake and verification occur. Secure
storage is in a vaulted room located in the limited-access area. The office is home to all
administrative functions. The site’s security system hardware is located in the IT/Security storage
room.
Contractors hired to work on the physical facility/building or who are acting Security Personnel
who are over 21 years of age can gain entry to the limited-access areas under the provisions cited
herein. A list of all contractors is in the permitted contractor list. A copy of each permitted
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contractor’s Bureau-approved photo identification resides within the permitted contractor list to
enable Security Personnel to verify if a contractor that arrives at the facility has permission to
enter the limited-access area. The Director of Compliance (DoC) updates this list on a regular
basis and adds or removes contractors as needed. The DoC performs a monthly audit of this list
to ensure correct and up-to-date use. Upon a contractor entering the facility, a Security Personnel
member will request their identification.
Security Personnel who signed the contractor into the contactor visitation log must then sign their
own name, indicating they were responsible for signing the contractor into the contactor visitation
log. Once logged into the contractor visitation log, the contractor receives a contractor visitation
badge issued by Security Personnel. While the contractor is on the premises, they require
escorting and monitoring by at least one of 24 Herbs’ employees at all times while on 24 Herbs’
premises. Contractors must visibly display their contractor visitation badge on their person, above
their waste, at all times while on the premises and return the contractor visitation badge to 24
Herbs upon leaving the premises.
24 Herbs makes their contractor visitation log available for inspection by the Departments, the
Bureau, and the City of Pasadena. If 24 Herbs’ loses a contractor visitation badge the loss will
result in an investigation and, according to the Incident Report SOP, such a discrepancy will
require a report be made to the City Manager, the Bureau and the Departments.
The DoC oversees the storage of cannabis product. The DoC conducts weekly audits that
reconcile physical and digital inventory. Any discrepancies are cause for investigation. 24 Herbs
focuses on product security throughout adequate storage procedures. Records of these audits
are available to the City Manager, the Bureau and the Departments.
Storage of all cannabis products will occur in safes and refrigerators. During hours of operation,
retail personnel will move cannabis products to the POS area. Any products not moved to the
POS area remain locked in the safes and refrigerators. 24 Herbs engages Rolland Safe & Lock
Company to consult and design the facility’s vault, safe, and lock systems.
24 Herbs has safes that are separately designated for usable cannabis product, unusable
cannabis product, or cash. 24 Herbs purchases commercial-grade lockable refrigerators from a
local restaurant-supply company and prevents perishable cannabis products from spoiling under
the guidance of 8.11.040(I) of Title 8.
The security-systems company will design and install the security and surveillance system. The
digital security system includes electronic door locks at all points of entry, magnetic contacts on
all windows, alarm panel with a “one-plus duress” feature, an automatic voice dialer, radio
frequency identification key-card access to all limited-access areas, and panic alarms. Only the
DoC and/or PIC can arm and disarm the alarm system with their own pin numbers.
The surveillance system has surveillance equipment comprised of security cameras covering the
parking lots and all entrances/exits and interior cameras covering the storage, product
intake/checkout area, video-analytic hardware and software, and video monitors. Iron Protection
Group (IPG) will provide on-site security. During operational hours, there is one Security
Personnel per shift. Security Personnel will manage the flow of operations, customer movement,
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the surveillance cameras, and assist with product deliveries. Security Personnel also will actively
monitor the exterior of the building, entrance, and parking lots.
Access restrictions ensure minimal activity within cannabis-storage areas. Employees will have
access to their assigned areas for daily execution of their assigned responsibilities. At no point
are employees to gain access to the storage safes, the cash safe, or refrigerators. The DoC will
update the door-locking software to specify who can access specific areas. Access-controlled
doors within the facility have access codes that dictate which employee key fobs open which
doors.

PRODUCT DELIVERIES
The product intake/checkout room is the site for all product intake and verification. The product
intake/checkout room is next to the storage room and connected by a secured passageway
(limited traffic) located in the limited-access area. The product intake/checkout room is where the
manager verifies deliveries. Deliveries are brought through the delivery security vestibule once
the manager, with help from the receptionist and on-duty Security Personnel, verifies the
deliverer’s ID and license-issued cannabis-business badge.
The delivery personnel are received and escorted by security personnel through the delivery
security vestibule into the limited-access area, and into the product intake/checkout room. The
delivery security vestibule implements safety during deliveries/pick-ups by allowing the delivery
vehicle to pull into the vestibule and for the delivery gate to close and lock automatically behind
the delivery vehicle.
The delivery security vestibule is monitored by constant video surveillance. Once in the security
vestibule, delivery personnel remove the shipping container from the delivery safes and proceed
into the dispensary to the product intake/checkout area. Once in the product intake/checkout area,
the manager verifies that the shipping containers have not been opened or tampered with. The
manager who accepts the delivery verifies that the products and their specifications are the same
as when the Director of Compliance (DoC) verified the supplier and product as compliant. The
manager verifies this by examining the form, dosage, packaging, and labeling of the delivery, as
previously approved by the DoC. The manager physically receives and inspects the delivery to
ensure the products are represented in the transportation manifest correctly, and none of the
products are expired, damaged, deteriorated, misbranded, adulterated, or opened. The manager
verifies the delivering party’s adherence to their own SOPs, and the test results of the delivered
product are the same as represented on the certificate of analysis.
The receiving manager verifies the contents of the shipping container with the transportation
manifest by counting and/or weighing each item. If any of the delivery is inconsistent with the
transportation manifest, the delivery is rejected. If any of the items within the order are expired,
damaged, deteriorated, misbranded, adulterated, or opened, the delivery is rejected. If the
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delivery is correctly recorded and performed compliantly, the receiving manager signs the
transportation manifest and returns one copy with the delivery personnel.
The manager then signs the 24 Herbs-provided attestation that the manager completed the
inspection of the delivery and deemed it compliant. The receiving manager then “accepts” the
transportation manifest within the TTS, in the presence of the delivery personnel. When a
transportation manifest is accepted, the transferred inventory listed on the transportation manifest
is automatically added to the Track-and-Trace System (TTS) and automatically removed from the
delivering facility’s TTS. Once a transportation manifest is accepted within the TTS, it cannot be
amended. The acceptance of the transportation manifest within the TTS subsequently acts as the
necessary recording of the actual time of transfer.
Once the transportation log is accepted, the manager enters the products into the POS system.
The manager inputs batch numbers, lot numbers, unique identifier numbers, testing results,
quantity, dosage, price, and vendor information, all of which are tied to the product listed in the
POS system. Recording the transfer of products and their types and quantities within the POS
system acts as a tertiary electronic retention of the transportation manifest (the first two points of
retention being the retention of the physical transportation manifest and the automatically saved
transportation manifest within the TTS).
Once a manager adds the products to the POS system, the DoC audits the inventory counts and
information in the TTS and the POS system to ensure accurate changes/additions of inventories.
The receiving manager escorts the delivery personnel through the delivery entrance/exit, closing
the locking door behind them. The manager then opens the delivery security vestibule gate and
allows the delivery truck to exit. The manager visually confirms the gate returns to a closed and
locked status.
The manager records purchases in the company general ledger and forwards all receipts to the
DoC. Records of all actions, movements, and transportation manifests are kept onsite in
perpetuity within the transportation manifest binder, inventory log binder (the manager also
completes and retains a physical inventory log to replicate recording the products accepted as a
delivery to the facility), the TTS, and the point-of-sale (POS).
Once the products have been accounted for in the TTS and the POS, the manager stores the
products within the product safe or refrigerator. The safe/refrigerator has no lighting and is
maintained at appropriate temperatures for optimal storage conditions (all TCS products,
extractions, concentrates, and infusions, and cannabis products intended for human
consumption, must be refrigerated at temperatures of 41 degrees Fahrenheit unless otherwise
approved by the Department of Public Health). All delivery procedures are outlined in the SOPs.
This includes the Training SOP, which outlines the procedures of how employees are trained on
product receipt procedures outlined herein and within other 24 Herbs SOPs.
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SECURITY GUARDS
General Cannabis Corporation, dba Iron Protection Group (IPG), presents its robust security
recommendations to 24 Herbs for guard-force management at your marijuana dispensary located
in Pasadena, CA. Based on the facility layout and its varying onsite business operations, we
prepared the following recommendations for your review. We appreciate your consideration of
these plans, and we are available to answer any questions or expand on or clarify these
recommendations at your request.
Copies of the Security Guard agreement are not included in the picture pages but can be provided
immediately upon request.
Staffing:
With retail operations conducted from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Pacific Standard Time (PST), seven
days a week, we recommend using
per shift. REDACTED
REDACTED

Security Professional Positioning and Responsibilities:
Based on the facility layout and types of operations taking place on the premises, REDACTED
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REDACTED

Communication Plan:
To ensure a smooth workflow and safe environment, we recommend employees use personal
two-way radios. Our security personnel should check out and use two of these radios while on
shift, allowing them to respond to any requests for assistance. In the event emergency first
responders are needed, our guards will contact them, followed by IPG management, who will act
on the client’s behalf to assist with business continuity.
Standard Operating Procedures and Additional Services:
While IPG has internal SOPs for the guard responsibilities in the retail facility, at the client’s
request we created a separate SOP for employees that relates to vault transactions and product
intake that incorporates our security professionals. IPG can also provide active, remote camera
system monitoring during nonbusiness hours, which we couple with alarm monitoring. In the event
of a triggered alarm, our security operations center can visually verify or disprove the alarm
circumstances and provide accurate, immediate information to first responders.
For additional recommendations or clarification of the information provided, please do not hesitate
to reach out to us. Our goal is to provide superior physical security service that perfectly matches
our guards’ professionalism and penchant for customer service.
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VIDEO CAMERA SURVEILLANCE
The Applicant has a thorough video surveillance plan for all areas of operation. This exemplary
plan was created by Boschen Technologies, one of Colorado’s leading video-surveillance
companies that specializes in the audio and video needs of cannabis companies.
Specifications for the perimeter security and surveillance systems will integrate into the facility
design with the objective to make the system as unobtrusive and unnoticeable as possible in
areas where public and customer interaction occurs, while retaining an active and robust security
component. The system uses ethernet and redundant GSM communications for alarms and has
integral battery backup power. The perimeter sensors were chosen carefully with concealment
and minimum visibility being a key objective.
Boschen Technologies will integrate the following equipment to meet The Applicant’s surveillance
needs: invisible, flush-mounted door contacts inside door frames (#GE1125T); low-profile
overhead-type motion sensors with no visible LED (#BV-502); low-profile RF-type DSC keypads
with cover (#RFK5500); small 5- by 5-inch outline and profile sirens to blend in on walls (#ELKSS36); quick-access panic-alert buttons concealed under counters (#WS4938); concealed
electric door strike access control, with low-profile access reader; and Hikvision DS2CD2542FWD, low-profile dome, IR day/night cameras.
The video-surveillance system also follows this pattern, with cameras hung at wall heights feasible
for capturing as much field of view as possible while remaining out of sight. Cameras are lowprofile domes that can be painted to match ceiling or wall colors. Direct poke-outs through the
wall or ceiling tiles conceal cabling whips and run out of sight behind the cameras. See ‘Picture
Page 5/25 – Exterior Camera Plan’ and ‘Picture Page 6/25 – Security Plan’.
In addition to physical barriers, locked doors, and counters, the secured spaces have perimeter
security and video-surveillance system protection. Cameras, motion, and contact sensors monitor
the spaces at all times. Should an incident occur, or if security is broken, these systems provide
comprehensive documentation in the form of video recordings and perimeter system logs. This
also deters staff from sharing keycards or codes, or letting others pass through close behind them
without a unique scan.
The video surveillance system operates continually year-round, with a backup power system and
capability for constant record uptime through maintenance and backup cycles. The NVR
(Hikvision DS-9664 NI 64-Channel) has the capacity to record on motion or sensor triggers, and
to interface with the perimeter alarm system for custom alerts and responses. The system will
record at initial 2-megapixel definition (1600 x 1200 pixels), with a capture and storage time of 90
days, which can be increased as needed with scalable external storage. A total of 54 Hikvision
DS-2CD2542FWD-I(W)(S), low-profile dome, 4MP, IR day/night cameras will be in operation and
external storage eSATA that includes 6 bay eSATA Chassis w/ 6TB HDs = 36TB, 6 x internal
HDs in NVR @ 6TB HD = 36TB, and external SAN storage unit @ 80TB, for a total storage
capacity of 150TB will be in use.
These are the calculations to determine the size and type of UPS needed for the facility. This will
keep the system running for approximately one hour if power goes out. UPS power backups will
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be APC Smart UPS rack-mount type. The NVR will be the Hikvision 9600 Series NVR, which is
200W (with hard disk, no PoE); 2 x Cisco PoE 28 port gigabit switch: 200W; eSATA = 200W, for
total power consumption of 600W required with excess capacity. Backup power run time is
approximately one hour four minutes. Recommended hardware includes the APC SMX750
Controller + 1 x SMX48RMBP2U battery pack.
The system runs at two-thirds-rated capacity to prolong longevity. Security personnel oversee
facility operations at the security desk. The NVR has full custom alert and notification capability
via email and SMS text. Hot swappable storage elements permit redundancy and rapid changeout of failed hard drives. This allows constant uptime operation of the system as required.
Redundant PoE switches allow for quick replacement in case of hardware failure and quick swapout of any defective camera. This minimizes downtime and allows for the quick replacement of
elements in the event of a failure.

ARMORED VEHICLE
The DoC will approve the 3rd party armored truck service provider by ensuring: all vehicles
transporting currency shall be required to have a motor carrier permit pursuant to Chapter 2
(commencing with Section 34620) or Division 14.85 of the Vehicle Code; all transportation
vehicles will have an alarm system with the capabilities of motion detection and panic/hold-up
alarms; and all vehicles transporting currency must be registered to the 3rd party company under
the Vehicle Code; each vehicles has adequate insurance in regard to the requirements of the
State of California. The Applicant has engaged in contracts for the company Blue Line to manage
currency pick-up and transportation within legal cannabis markets throughout the country. The
Applicant will utilize, but is not limited to utilizing, blue line for currency transportation.
The Applicant and Pacific Expeditors will manage currency pick-up and transport in the same
manner as the procedures defined in the storage and transportation plan or cannabis and
cannabis products as described herein. The Applicant has written extensive operating procedures
that outline the standards for delivery within The Applicant’s SOPs. The Applicant has defined the
following steps described within The Applicant’s SOPs for the purpose of meeting the application
criteria.
The DoC will ensure that any 3rd party employee that is tasked with picking-up and transporting
the currency from the facility to the DoC-approved bank, on a daily basis (pick-up times are
randomized and are coordinated between the DoC, the Manager, and the 3rd-party transporters),
has been entered into the Permitted Contractor List. In order to properly add a contractor to the
Permitted Contractor List the Applicant will receive and file a copy of each permitted contractor’s
Bureau-approved photo identification. The security personnel will oversee the admittance of the
3rd-party transport company into the security vestibule.
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Once the transport vehicle is in the security vestibule The Applicant’s security personnel will
ensure that the security vestibule gate is closed and secure before the transporters will move
currency between the facility and the transport vehicle. Before the 3rd party employee is permitted
into the Limited-Access Area The Applicant’s security personnel will sign the contractor into the
Contractor Visitation Log, and will issue the 3rd party employee a temporary visitation badge. The
3rd-party employee must be monitored and escorted by an The Applicant employee at all times
the 3rd-party employee possesses a Contractor Visitation Badge.
The Manager will provide the cash, and a gross sales receipt report, within a vinyl bank deposit
bag to the 3rd-party transport employee, who will further secure the currency within the 3rd-party
designated transport carrying bag, according to the 3rd-party transport company’s DoC-approved
operating procedures. The Security Personnel will then escort the 3rd-party employee back to his
or her vehicle. Once the 3rd-party employees are secure within the transport vehicle, the security
personnel will confirm that there are no risks of opportunities for diversion of The Applicant, or the
Transporter, through monitoring the security surveillance camera display, and will open the gate
to the security vestibule to allow the transporter to exit the security vestibule.
Pacific Expeditors Armored Vehicle Cash Transport
24 Herbs will execute daily closing protocols one-hour in advance of the scheduled pick up time.
Upon completion of closing protocols, the DoC will send confirmation of close to the PacEx
representative. Iron Protection Groups security guards will conduct a video sweep of the
designated pick up area and surrounding areas in advance of PacEx’s arrival.
After receiving clearance, PacEx will arrive at the designated location for secure cash pick up.
The pick-up vehicle will be positioned in the security vestibule in a manner that allows immediate
transfer of cash in sealed, tamper evident containers to the PacEx representative. We have two
vehicle configurations, and specific protocols for each which allow for the most secure, unarmed
transfer of cash or goods.
PacEx will transport the sealed cash containers to the designated financial institution for deposit
at the scheduled time. PacEx will bring the cash containers from the retail facility to a secure
distribution facility for overnight storage. PacEx will deposit the funds into the designated financial
institution during business hours of the following day.
Upon deposit of secure funds, PacEx will send a text picture to the designated 24 Herbs
representative confirming proof of deposit as well as returning physical copies of deposit slips to
24 Herbs at the next secure pick up. Further details regarding PacEx’s Armored Vehicle Cash
Transport standard operating procedures are available upon request.
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We aim to be the premier provider of medical
and recreational dispensary services and products
for Pasadena, giving customers a more natural way
to mitigate their suffering and improve their lives.
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Our Products
24 Herbs has designed its proposed product lines and strains to effectively meet the
needs of Pasadena’s medical cannabis and adult-use patients and caregivers. Cannabis
products and delivery devices have been carefully chosen for their efficacy, affordability,
ease of administration and safety. 24 Herbs has engaged with Pacific Expeditors an
award-winning third-party statewide wholesale cannabis sales and distribution service
provider based out of Santa Rosa, California. Pacific Expeditors is a Veteran-Family
owned and operated organization with license # A11-18-0000280-TEMP.
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REDACTED
FLOWER

EDIBLES

•
•
•
•
•

• Drinks
• Tinctures
• Other Edibles

Pre-Rolls
Eigths
Quarters
Half Ounces
Ounces

CONCENTRATES
•
•
•
•

2

Shatter
Wax
Sauce
Vape
Cartridges (.g)
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REDACTED
TOPICALS
• Patches
• Lotions
• Creams
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Flower

Available in pre-rolls, eighths, quarters, half ounces & ounces
from cultivators throughout California

Fly
Tiger
Farms

3

REDACTED
STRAINS

POTENCY

Mendo Breath
Chem Dawg
GG#4
Wedding Cake
Do Sa Do
Sour Cookies
San Fernando Valley OG
Lamb's Bread
Durban Poison
Honey-Dosi

17.51%
17.61%
21.1%
20.66%
13.2%
21.27%
15.03%
18.62%
20.71%
27.68%
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Concentrates
VAPE CARTRIDGES
Available in 500mg forms
from producers throughout California

STRAIN

THC POTENCY

CBD POTENCY

Heal
Tsunami
Big Sur
Epiphany
Strawberry Banana
Mango Cookies
Grand Daddy Purple
Blackberry Beauty
Vintage Kush
Tropical Reverb

56.74
84.48
65.98
67.88
57.27
57.92
80
64.1
65.52
65.94

1.45
0.39
1.45
1.63
1.68
0
0
1.03
0.98
0.73

LIVE ROSIN
Available in 1g size
from producers throughout California

4
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REDACTED

STRAIN

THC POTENCY

CBD POTENCY

Grape Soda
Purple Pina
Citrus OG
Spumoni OG
Lemon Kosher Cookies
Romulan
Wookie Berry

72.19
77.26
68.79
63.53
68.46
63.75
60.16

1.32
3.02
0
0.55
0
0
0
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Edibles

Available in varying sizes
from producers throughout California

Tincture
Tincture
Gummies
Gummies
Chocolate
Chocolate

1oz dropper jar
1oz dropper jar
1 Package
1 Package
1 Package
1 Package

7.5mg
7.5mg
100mg
0mg
100mg
0mg

THC
CBD
THC
THC
THC
THC

99mg CBD
99mg THC
0 CBD
100 CBD
0 CBD
100 CBD
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Topicals
Available in varying sizes
from producers throughout California

Lotions/Creams
Relief Balm
Bath Soak

5

23ml Jar
65ml Jar
65ml Jar

50mg THC
100mg THC
50mg THC

5mg CBD
25mg CBD
0 CBD
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C-Level Employee

Director-Level Employee
24 Herbs

Manager

Assistant Manager
Board of Directors
Cheuk Wang Ng, Hon Wai
Lau, Yong Jiang Liu, Chi Kit
Yeung, Deson Phu

Board of Advisors

Technician/Entry-Level Employee
Jacob Goldfarb
Dispensary Expert

Robert Hansen
Compliance
Expert

Hunter Garth
Security

Wei Li
Environmental
Advisor

Next Big Crop Employee
Ann Stinn
Quality Assurance

Board Chair
Cheuk Wang Ng

Rich Cardinal
Cannabis Cultivation /
Horticulture Expert

Clay Brier
Industry Expert

Lucas Van Arsdale
General Counsel

CEO
Cheuk Wang Ng

COO
TBD

CCO
TBD

CFO
Hon Wai Lau

Secretary
Yong Jiang
Liu

Director of
Compliance
Robert Hansen

Director of
Sales &
Marketing
TBD

Director of
Dispensing
Jacob Goldfarb

General Manager
TBD

Delivery Manager
TBD

Delivery Assistant
Manager TBD

Dispensing Manager
TBD

Dispensing
Assistant Manager
TBD

Dispensing
Assistant Manager
TBD

Chief Legal
Officer

Outside General
Counsel

CMO
TBD

Director of Security
TBD

Security Officer
TBD

Security Officer
TBD

Security Officer
TBD

Security Officer
TBD

Dispensing Manager
TBD

Dispensing
Assistant Manager
TBD

Dispensing
Assistant Manager
TBD

Delivery Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Delivery Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Delivery Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Dispensing Employee
TBD

Delivery EmployeeCAPITAL, LLC'SDispensing
Employee
Dispensing
Employee RETAILER
Dispensing Employee
FIVE ELEMENTS
APPLICATION
FOR
CANNABIS
LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
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HR
TBD
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ANNUAL GIVING PLEDGE AGREEMENT
Between Five Elements, LLC & Pasadena Chamber Of Commerce Foundation
Advancing The Student Experience One Person At A Time
Five Elements, LLC is firmly committed to providing economic prosperity, and a positive
social impact to the students of Pasadena primarily through financial contribution to the
local non-profits in the City of Pasadena.
To that end, and on behalf of our entire team, we are honored to provide the following
recognition and pledge to Pasadena Chamber of Commerce Foundation.
IN RECOGNITION of the needs and challenges of the Pasadena community and
its institutions to provide constructive influence and development for children and
young adults, students of varying ages in the City of Pasadena;
IN FURTHER RECOGNITION of Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
Foundation continued commitment to improving educational opportunities for
those students
Five Elements, LLC hereby pledges as follows:
Upon permit award, herein pledges one-percent (1%) of our annual profits to and for the
Pasadena Chamber of Commerce Foundation. Said donation and its use is entirely in the
discretion of the non-profit. Five Elements, LLC does not require inclusion in public materials,
press releases and the like.
Said annual donations shall be considered tax deductible to the extent allowed by law, a receipt
will be issued within a month of donation.
Very truly yours,
Marco Ng
Managing Partner
Five Elements, LLC
Signed & Acknowledged:
_______________________
On Behalf of
Paul Little
Pasadena Chamber of Commerce Foundation.
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Pre-Operations Period
Top Applicant Awarded
Jan 2019
Feb 2019
Mar 2019
Apr 2019
Summary

Cash In

Expenses:
Executive payroll & benefits

G&A

Operating payroll & benefits

CoGS

Operating supplies & materials

CoGS

Marketing

G&A

Facilities (rent, utilities, et al)

CoGS

Professional fees

G&A

General & administrative

G&A

May 2019

Jun 2019

Jul 2019

All Permitting Awarded
Aug 2019
Sep 2019

Oct 2019

Opening
Nov 2019

Dec 2019

REDACTED

Licenses and permits
Total expenses
Loan payments
Capital expenditures
Total cash out
Net cash in (out)
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Year 2
Jan 2020
Summary

Cash In

Expenses:
Executive payroll & benefits

G&A

Operating payroll & benefits

CoGS

Operating supplies & materials

CoGS

Marketing

G&A

Facilities (rent, utilities, et al)

CoGS

Professional fees

G&A

General & administrative

G&A

Feb 2020

Mar 2020

Apr 2020

May 2020

Jun 2020

Jul 2020

Aug 2020

Sep 2020

Oct 2020

Nov 2020

Dec 2020

REDACTED

Licenses and permits
Total expenses
Loan payments
Capital expenditures
Total cash out
Net cash in (out)
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Year 3
Jan 2021
Summary

Cash In

Expenses:
Executive payroll & benefits

G&A

Operating payroll & benefits

CoGS

Operating supplies & materials

CoGS

Marketing

G&A

Facilities (rent, utilities, et al)

CoGS

Professional fees

G&A

General & administrative

G&A

Feb 2021

Mar 2021

Apr 2021

May 2021

Jun 2021

Jul 2021

Aug 2021

Sep 2021

Oct 2021

Nov 2021

Dec 2021

REDACTED

Licenses and permits
Total expenses
Loan payments
Capital expenditures
Total cash out
Net cash in (out)
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